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PREFACE
This purpose of this study was to develop a tool to automate the generation of
sentences of a grammar. The generation of the sentences were to be done in parallel. The
parallel method used is based on Dijkstra's guarded commands. The tool can be used as a
teaching aid to check the existence ofa sentence in a language generated by a granunar.
The software tool that was developed as part of this thesis work places certain
restrictions on the type of granunar being used. These restrictions limit the languages to be
considered to those that are recursive and do not contain empty productions. These restrictions
only allow the productions of the grammar to increase the sentential forms in size or to leave
the size of the sentential forms unchanged. All derivations were done in a leftmost manner. The
tool was written to run under Microsoft Windows NT as an MFC-based application.
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To date there are limited tools available that can be used to petfonn derivation testing
for grammars. Finding a derivation path for a sentence presents limited options and hand
processing the grammar can be difficult with a large complicated grammar. With large
grammars, the number of potential paths can further complicate this process. More
complication arises when the membership ofa sentence in a language is in question.
The tool provided as part of this thesis is a prototype tool, which can be used to
automate the derivation path discovery. This tool will, within a defined set of constraints,
petfonn an exhaustive search of the derivation paths for a sentence. This search will determine
the membership ofthe sentence in the language generated by a grammar and the corresponding
derivation path.
The sequential method of producing a derivation path has been extended through the
use ofparallel guarded conunands. By modifying parallel guarded commands, the processing of
a grammar can now be done in parallel to produce multiple derivation paths concurrently.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 11 discusses some of the
common parallel language constructs in use today. Chapter ill introduces the sequential and
I
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parallel versIons of guarded commands. Chapter IV defines grammars and
introduces the derivation process. Chapter V evaluates the tool developed as part of this
thesis. Finally, Chapter VI summarizes the work and suggestions for future work.
CHAPTER II
DISCUSSION OF PARALLEL LANGUAGE CONSTRUCTS
2.1 Definitions and Background
Concurrency in a program can be perfoooed either on a single processor using
multiprogramming or on multiple processors. With the use of multiple processors, it is
possible to execute statements in a program simultaneously therefore reducing the overall
execution time as compared to executing them on a single processor [Paterson and
Silbersch 85].
Two of the popular methods used for specifying concurrency in programming are
the language constructs fork/join and cobegin/coend. These two Language
constructs have been used in several languages in various fooos for providing
concurrency.
Programs that are run with concurrent language constructs must produce the same
results as functionally equivalent programs that do not contain these constructs. Many
potential issues can be introduced when concurrent programming constructs are used.
Some of these issues include race conditions for data structures and resource deadlocks.
This thesis work does not address these issues other than to note them.
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42.2 fork/j oin
The fork/j oin progranuning construct was introduced as an extension to the
"goto" language command [Hoare 85]. There have been two major versions of the
for k/ j 0 i n construct since its introduction. The major difference in the two versions is
where the two paths of execution continue after the fork. In the following discussion, the
term thread will be used to indicate that the for k language construct can cause either the
creation of two paths of execution within a single process space or the creation of two
independent process spaces.
The first version, fork I, transfers control to label I, which becomes a new
execution thread and the original execution thread continues execution with the language
construct foIl wing the fork. This allows for the execution of the program in two locations:
one starting at label I and the other continuing execution with the statement following the
fork. Additionally, both threads may execute the fork command again [Hoare 85).
The opposite of the for k is the join language construct. This construct is used to
merge two or more execution threads into a single execution thread. The first thread reaching
the join language construct must wait until the other thread reaches the same join. When
both threads have reached the join, a single execution thread continues execution.
5Line Language Statements
1 <some language construct >
2 fork L;
3 a = a + 1;
4 goto J:
5 L: b = b + 10;
6 : J: join;
Figure 1. Original fork/j oin Example
An example using the original for k / j a in is given in Figure 1 above showing a
single execution thread beginning at line 1. With the execution of line 2, two concurrent
execution blocks are started: one beginning at line 3 and the other at line 5. Both code blocks
are executed concurrently (either actually or in a multiplexed manner) until each reaches the
join construct in line 6. The first execution thread to reach line 6 waits for the second thread
to reach the = in. When both threads have reached the join statement, a single execution
thread continues with the statement following line 6.
A variant of the original fork/join exists today on Unix. The Unix fork creates
two processes in a parent/child relationship. The child is a copy of the parent at the time the
fork construct is executed. Both the parent and child continue execution with the statement
following the fork. The return code from the fork is used to determine if execution is
occurring in the parent or child. Instead of the j a i n construct, the Unix version of for k uses
a wait construct. This is used only by the parent to determine when the child has ended
execution.
6Line Language Statements
1 <some language construct >
2 int status;
3 pid = fork () ;
4 if ( pid == 0 )
5 (
6 a = a + 1 ;
7 exit(O) ;
8 }
9 b = b + 10;
10 wait(&status);
Figure 2. UNIX fork Example
An example using the Unix fork is shown in Figure 2 above showing a single
execution thread beginning at line 1. With the execution of line 2, the parent processes is
copied to a new process and both pr cesses start executing at line 3. The "process copy"
includes both the code and any local/global variables and their values at the time the fork is
executed. Line 3 allows the process to identify itselfas parent or child. The returned value from
the fork () is the process identification (Pill) of the child. If the Pill is equal to zero, the
process is the child; otherwise the process is the parent.
If the process is the child, lines 6 and 7 are executed with line 7 terminating the
execution of the child process. Note that the value ofvariable "a" updated in the child process
is not reflected in the parent process.
Ifthe process is the parent, execution continues with line 9. The j 0 i n construct used
in the previous figure has been replaced with a wai t construct. The wai t construct is used to
determine when the child process has ended. The parent process will wait at line 10 until the
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child process has ended execution and then the parent process continues processing with the
language statements following line 10. After the wait statement is executed, only one
execution path continues.
2.3 cobegin/ coend
The cobegin and coend (or parbegin and parend) language constructs were
proposed by Dijkstra [Hoare 85]. The cobegin construct ensures that different blocks of
code in the body of the program are executed concurrently. All code blocks are processed
independently until they reach the coend construct. When all blocks have reached the
coend, a single execution path continues.
By ensuring that each code block is different much of the housekeeping and concern
about which execution thr . is executing is eliminated.. It is much less likely that two or more
threads may accidentally execute the same code, as can happen with the fork. Additionally,
the cobegin/coend constructs can be nested to allow a parallel block to execute the
cobegin/coend constructs.
8Line Language Statements
1 <some language construct >
2 cobegin;
3 { a = a + 1 ; }
4 { b = b + 10; }
5 coend;
Figure 3. cobegin! coend Example
An example using cobegin!coend is shown in Figure 3 above. Again a single
execution thread exists at line 1. When line 2 is executed, both code blocks at lines 3 and 4
begin execution in parallel. Both code blocks execute independently with each stopping
execution when they reach line 5. When both code blocks have reached line 5, execution
continues as one thread at the statement following line 5.
2.4 Other Constructs
Other constructs have been devised that address the need for concurrency differently as
in the case of OCCAM [Dowsing 88]. OCCAM uses the constructs PAR and SEQ to control
concurrency. To begin concurrent execution, the PAR statement is used. The PAR construct is
similar to cobegin discussed before. To define sequential execution blocks within a parallel





Dijkstra introduced the concept of "guarded commands" in a paper published in 1975
[Dijkstra 75]. This work provided an alternative and a repetitive construct, to control execution
conditions when they couLd not be detennined from the initial state. Hoare used tbis initial
work to extend it to operate as a parallel co.nstruct instead of just a sequential language
construct [Hoare 78]. Hoare's work is the basis oftbis project.
3.2 Guarded Commands
Dijkstra worked with "guarded commands" to solve progranuning probLems where the
execution conditions could not be determined from the initial state [Dijkstra 75]. This work
resulted in several language constructs. These language constructs contained boolean




The statement list contained in each guard is executed left to right when the controlling
guard is evaluated to true. The execution of each guarded command is sequential. The syntax
ofa guarded command follows [Dijkstra 75]:
• <guard command set> ::= <guarded command> { [] <guarded command> }
• <guarded command> ::= <guard> ~ <guard list>
• <guard>::= <boolean expression>
• <guard list> ::= <statement> {; <statement> }
• <alternative construct> ::= if <guarded command set> Ii
• <repetitive construct> ::= do <guarded command set> od
• <statement> - <alternative construct> I <repetitive construct> I "other
statements"
3.3 Parallel Guarded Commands
Hoare combined Dijkstra's work with guarded commands and the cobeginl coend
constructs to change the execution of the statement list. This new work changed the execution
of the statement list from a sequential left to right execution to parallel. The commands in the
statement list are executed simultaneously and the statement list ends only when all commands
have ended [Hoare 78]. Hoare changed the syntax of the guarded commands slightly to
account for the addition ofthe parallel constructs. The new syntax follows:
• <parallel command> ::= [<process>{II<process>]
• <process>::= <process label><command list>
• <process label> ::= <empty>l<identifier>: :<identifier>(<label
subscript>{,statement> {< label subscript>})
• < label subscript> ::= < integer constant >I<range>
• < integer constant> ::= <numeral>l< bound variable>
• < bound variable> ::= <identifier>
• <range> ::= <bound variable>:<lower bound>,,<upper bound>
• <lower bound> ::= <integer constant>
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• <upper bound> ::= <integer constant>
• <command list>: :={<declaration>;l<command>J<command>
• <command>::<simple command>l<struetured command>
• <simple command>: :<nullcommand><assignrnent command>l<input
command>I<output command>
• <structured command>: :=<altemative command>l<repetitive command>l<parallel
command>
• <null comrnand>::=skip
• <command list>: :={<declaration>;I<command>;}<command>
3.4 Examples
In this section a simple example of both the sequential and the parallel guarded
cormnands is included. First the example ofthe sequential guarded commands is given followed
by the parallel version ofthe same command.
An example of a guarded command can be found in Figure 4. This illustrates an
alternative construct statement. This alternative construct consists of a guarded command set
containing two guarded commands. Each guarded command contains a boolean guard, which
must be true before the guard list is executed. In this example, the first guard is evaluated (x
> y) and, iftrue, the statement list is executed. Ifthe first statement list is executed, variable m
is assigned the value ofvariable x. Execution continues with the evaluation ofthe second guard
(y >= x) and, if true, the statement list is executed. If the second statement list is executed,
variable rn is assigned the value ofvariable y.
b12
if x > y ~ m:=x [] y >= x ~ m:=y fi.
Figure 4. Example - Guarded Command
An example of a parallel guarded command can be found in Figure 5. This
illustrates the parallel alternative construct corresponding to Figure 4, which was
sequential. The parallel version of the alternative construct consists of the same guarded
command set containing two guarded commands now called a command list. Each
command still contains a boolean guard, which must be true, before the command list is
executed. In this example however, both boolean guards are evaluated simultaneously. If
the first guard (x > y) is evaluated to be true, the statement list is executed assigning
variable m the value of variable x. If the second guard (y >= x) is true, the statement
list is executed assigning variable m the value of variable y. Execution will continue at the
statement following the parallel guarded command when both statements have completed
execution.
[x > y ~ ill • - X [] y >= x~ ill : = y]




A fonnal language can be generated by a grammar by recursively and selectively
applying the rules of the grammar to the start symbol until only tenninal characters exist in the
resulting string. A string that contains only tenninal characters is called a sentence. An
intermediate result containing both terminal and non-tenninal characters is referred to as a
sentential form ofthe grammar.
Grammars are classified according to the fonnat or type of their productions. A
grammar is defined [Aho and Ullman 72] by a 4-tuple G--(N, L, P, S) where:
1. N is a finite set ofnon-tenninal symbols.
2. ~ is a finite set ofterrninal symbols, disjoint from N.
3. P is a finite subset of( NUL)* N (N U ~)* X (N U 1: )*. An element of(a.,~) in P
will be written (l-)~ and is called a production.
4. S is a distinguished symbol in N called the start symbol.
Based on the format of the productions, grammars are classified into four types. The
four types are Right Linear, Context Free, Context Sensitive, and Unrestricted. The format of
the productions classifies granunars as follows.
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1. Right Linear: Ifeach production in P is of the fonn A4xB or A~x, where A and
B are in N and x is in L*.
2. Context Free: If each production in P is of the fonn A--+«, where A is in N and a
is in (N U L )*.
3. Context Sensitive: Ifeach production in P is ofthe fonn a411, where 10.1 <= IPI.
4. Unrestricted: Ifthere are no restrictions on the productions.
4.2 Derivation Process
The process of applying the rules of a grammar repeatedly produces a sequence of
strings. These resulting strings are not necessarily distinct. The sequence of strings starting at a
and ending with Pis represented as a~* Il, meaning that this is a sequence of strings such that
a = ao. 00-1 ~ 00 for 1 <= I <= k and 00:: = Il. This is called a derivation process [Aho and
Ullman 72].
Determining if a sentence exists in the language generated by a given grammar can be
done in two ways or directions. The first method applies the rules of the grammar from the
start symbol in an exhaustive manner until the sentence can be proven to exist or not in the
language generated by the grammar. The second method starts with the sentence and applies
the rules of the grammar in a parsing manner attempting to reduce the sentence to the start
symbol. The second method is similar to the work done by a parser.
In the derivation process, applying the rules of a grammar can be a nontrivial task.
Given a long sentence, it can be complex and time consuming (depending on the grammar) to
determine the derivation path ofthe sentence. In the process of detennining the derivation path
ofa given sentence, many paths may be produced that may not result in the given sentence.
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Two questions must be answered about the derivation process. First, is the problem
decidable and second, ifdecidable, what is the complexity ofthe derivation process.
Given a language L(G) that is generated from a grammar G, is answering the question
ofmembership for a word or sentence X in L(G) decidable? The answer to this question is yes
as long as the language is recursive. Recursive languages include regular languages, context
free languages (CFL), and context sensitive languages (CSL) without empty productions
The question ofcomplexity of the derivation process is ignored at the present because
this study is an initial feasibility study and not an attempt to invent/define an efficient derivation
process.
To simplifY the derivation process, two additional assumptions are made by this
project. First, all substitutions are done with the leftmost match being substituted. Second,
since the grammars used in this project are ever increasing in length, the derivation process can
be terminated when a sentential form exceeds the length ofthe ending sentence.
An example ofa derivation follows. A simple grammar is given as: G=({E,T,F),{a, +,
*, (. )}, P, E) with productions: E -t E+T IT, T ~ T*F IF, F -t (E) Ia [Aho and Ullman
72]. To find the sentence a+a*a in the language generated by the grammar G starting from the
start symbol E, a derivation path of: E ~ E+T ~ T+T ~ F+T ~ a+T ~ a+T*F ~ a+F*F
~ a+a*F ~ a+a*a can be generated. There are several decision points in the derivation




The grammars chosen for testing the derivation tool were selected from textbooks.
If a selected grammar contained the empty production, it was modified to include the
empty production as a terminal character. The test grammars attempt to show that the tool
correctly performs the derivation process. The test cases selected include both sentences
and sentential forms from the chosen grammars.
First a step by step run will show the execution of the tool with a test grammar.
This step by step run will show the execution of the tool (called PLUG) developed as part
of this thesis. The test grammar is a modified grammar taken from Abo and Ullman s book




Starting PLUG will produce the MDI mainframe as shown in Figure 6 below. The
mainframe includes three menu options: File, View, and Help. The File menu selection is
16
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used to open, save, and print a guarded grammar (see Appendix B for explanation). The
View menu is used to control the display of the Status bar and Tool bar. and the Help
menu displays the program version. The Tool bar can be used for quick selection of the
file and edit functions.
Figure 6. PLUG MDI main window
Selecting the file~open menu option will cause the file open dialog box to be
displayed as in Figure 7. The dialog box shown is one of the common dialog boxes used
by Windows. For this example, select the file page8? . grm and click the "Open" button.
The test grammar will be loaded into an edit window.
-18
Figure 7. PLUG Common File Open Dialog Box
The test guarded grammar page87 . grm is loaded into an edit window as shown
in Figure 8 below. The edit window can be used to edit or change the guarded grammar.
Once the guarded grammar is loaded, the edit and process menu bar options are
available. The edit menu gives access to the edit functions undo, copy, cut, and
paste. The process option is used to syntax check the guarded grammar in the
selected edit window and to specify processing options. The format of the guarded
grammar shown in Figure 8, is discussed in detail in Appendix B.
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g=[{'S', 'A') • fO','l'}, P. 'S')
p: <is'S' a subset>='S'->{'0A11
p,: <Is 'OA' 8 subset>='OA'->{'OOA1'}





Figure 8. Parallel Guarded Commands Edit Windows
The guarded grammar must be syntax checked before the derivation process can
begin. To syntax check the guarded grammar, select menu option: process" syntax
check (this menu item is made available when the grammar is loaded). The syntax
checking perfonned ensures that all terminal and non-tenninal characters used in the
production rules are included in the grammar definition. Checking is also perfonned to
make sure that the guard for each production rule matches the left hand side of the
production rule. The results of syntax checking the guarded grammar statements from
Figure 8 are shown in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the number of lines syntax checked and
the number of syntax errors.
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Pdlse Results
Figure 9. Parse Results Dialog Box
After the 'OK' button is clicked in Figure 9, a new window is displayed with the
results of the syntax check. This window will show any syntax errors that were
discovered. In this case, there are no syntax errors and the results window will look the
same as the edit window in Figure 8.
If syntax errors were detected, the location of the syntax error would have been
indicated by line number and column. Along with this indicator, additional text diagnostic
messages would be given to assist in correcting the error(s).
Now that the guarded grammar has been syntax checked, processing can begin. To
begin processing, select the process ~ process menu selection. The dialog box depicted in
Figure 10 will be shown. Fill in the "Starting From" and the "Search For" strings. In this
case, the strings'S' and' '0001111' were selected, respectively. After filling, in the
required fields click the 'Start' button in Figure 10.
After the derivation process ends, the processing results and statistics are shown in
Figure 10. A total of eight threads were started, the maximum number of concurrent
threads was seven, and the processing time was less than one second.
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The derivation process created an eight-node derivation tree. This tree included
three sentences, five sentential forms, and one sentential fonn tenninated due to length,
and the "Search For" derivation was found.
Pat se Conlrols EJ
; .) ..,
..
Figure '10. Processing Results Dialog Box
When the 'OK' button in Figure lOis clicked, two results windows are openned ..
The first results window is a text listing of the derivation paths, and the second is a
graphical view of the derivation paths. In both windows, the tenninated derivations are
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distingushed from sentence derivation, to assist in easy identification.
In the window showing the text listing of the derivations, the terminated sentential
fonns and sentences are distinguished by appending an indicator. Appending a .(T)'
character string to the derivation indicates that it was terminated. Sentences are indicated
by appending an '(S)' character string to the derivation.
In the graphical view, each node of the derivation tree has a color indicator
showing its status. A green dot is used to indicate that a derivation path continues, a black
dot is used if a derivation is terminated, and a red dot is used for a sentence.
Examples of the two views are shown in Figures 11 and 12. Figure 11, shows the









Figure 11. Tree View ofProcessing






Figure 12. Text View ofProcessing
Figure 13 shows the test guarded grammars used for validating the tool (see
Appendix B for explaination of the format of these entries). Each guarded grammar is
assigned a number that is used for identification in Figures 14 and 15. Eleven grammars
were selected for validating the tool. The grammars used in numbers 4.1,4.2, 7.1, and 7.2
were modified to include the empty production as a terminal production. To ensure that
the tool can locate multiple derivation paths for a sentence, grammars were also selected
that contained ambiguity. The test grammars were selected from books written by Aho




1 g=({'S', 'A'} , {'O','l'L P, 'S')
p: <is '5' a subset>c'S'->{'O~'}
p: <is 'OA' a subset~'OA'->{'OO~'}
p: <is 'A' a subset>c'A'->{'l' }
2.1 g=({'B', 'T','P'} , {'a·,'+',· .. ·,'('.·)'}, P, '1.',
2.2 p: <1s 'B' a subset>-'B'->{'B+T'I'T')
2.3 p: <1s 'T' a subset>m'T'->{'T"F' I 'F')
p: <is 'F' a subset>c='F'->{' (E}' I 'a' }
3.1 g=({'S', 'A','B', 'C'} , {'a'.'b','c'}, P, 'S')
3.2 p: <1s '5' a subset>-'S'->{'aSBe' l'abC'}
3.3 p: <1s 'CD' a subset>m'CD'->{ Be'}
p: <1s 'bB' a subset>='bB'->{'bb'}
p: <is 'be' a subset>='be'->{'bc'}
p: <is 'cC' a subset>-'CC'->{'cc'}
4.1 g=({'S') , {'O','l','e'}, P, '5')
4.2 p: <is'S' a subset>='S'->{'OS" '19' I 'e'}
5.1 g=({'S', 'A', 'B'} , {'O','l'}, P, 'S'}
5.2 p: <is'S' a subset>C'S'->{'AOB' I 'B1A')
p: <1s 'A' a subset>='A'->{'BB'1 'O'}
p: <is 'B' a subset>m'B'->{'AA' I 'l'}
6.1 g=({'S', 'B', 'C'} , {'a','b', 'c'I, 1', 'S')
6.2 p: <1s 'S' a subset>c='S'->{'abC' I 'aB'l
p: <1s B' a subset>='B'->{'bc'l
p: <is 'be' a subset>m'be'->{'bc'}
7.1 g=({'S', 'A', 'B'I , {'O','l', 'e'}, P, 'S'}
7.2 p: <is'S' a subset>='S'->{'OA' I 'lS' I 'e'}
p: <is 'A' a subset>C'A'->{'OB' I 'lA'}
p: <is 'B' a subset>C'B'->{'OS' I 'lB'}
8.1 g=({'A'} , {'a','b'}, 1', 'S')
8.2 p: <is 'A' a subset>c'A'->{'aaAAA' I 'abA'I'b'}
9.1 g=({'S', 'A', 'B'} , {'a',']:)", P, 'S·)
9.2 p: <is'S' a subset>='S'->{'aAB' I 'SA'}
p: <is 'A' a subset>-'A'->{'BBB' I 'a')
p: <is 'B' a subset>m'B'->{ 'AS' I 'b'}
10.1 g=({'S', 'A', 'B'} , ('a',']:)'" 1', 'S')
10.2 p: <is '5' a sUbset>m'S'->{'AB'}
10.3 p: <is 'A' a subset>-'A'->{'Aa' I 'bB'}
p: <is 'B' a subset>='B'->{'a' I 'Sb'}
11.1 g=({IS', IC'} , {'1",'t', Ie', 'a', I):)'), P, 'B')
p: <i8 ·S' a subset>-'S'->{'1Cts'l '1CtSeS" 'a'}
p: <i8 'c' a subset>-'C'->{'b' }
Figure 13. Test Grammars
Figure 14 shows the statistics for the derivation process for each test case. Test cases
were selected that resulted in the derivation path being discovered as well as those that did not.
The statistic table shows the following:
• Test: A number referring to the guarded grammar, shown in Figure 13.
• Start From: Starting sentential form.
• Search For: Target sentential fonn ofthe derivation process.
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• Total Thrds: Total number of threads started.
• Max Thrds: Maximum number ofthreads run concurrently.
• Run Time: Run time in seconds.
• Found: Indicator ifa derivation for "Search For" was found.
• Num Nodes: Total number ofnodes in the derivation tree.
• Num Sentences: Total number of sentences in the derivation tree.
• Num Sentential: Total number of sentential forms in the derivation tree.
• Num Tenn: Number ofderivations tenninated.
Normally, the number of nodes in the derivation tree matched the number of
threads started; however, in case 4.1 this is not true. The number of threads started is larger
in this case because 1,849 threads had to be restarted. The reasons why the threads had to
be restarted are discussed in the next section.
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Start Search Max Run Num Num Num Num
Test From For Thrds thrds Time Found Nodes Sentences Sentential Term
1 S 110011 6 3 0 No 6 2 1 NIl'.
2.1 E: a+a+a 1035 265 4 Yes 1035 133 902 485
2.2 E: a+a 65 21 0 Yes 130 18 112 58
2.3 E: a++a 65 19 1 No 65 9 56 29
3.1 S l'.abbcc 11 5 0 Yes 11 2 9 1
3.2 S abc 4 3 0 Yes 4 1 3 1
3.3 S cba 4 3 0 No 4 1 3 1
4.1 S 0101010101e 7992 2144 84 Yes 6142 2047 4095 2048
4.2 S leI 22 18 0 No 22 15 7 8
, 5.1 S 363 124 1 Yes 363 68 295 152
5.2 OOM OOOAAB 103 36 0 Yes 103 19 84 19
6.1 S abc 5 4 0 Yes 5 2 3 0
6.2 S cbaa 5 3 0 No 5 2 3 0
7.1 S 0101e 73 44 0 No 73 10 63 32
7.2 S OOOe 36 22 0 Yes 36 5 31 16
8.1 A aabbb 19 9 0 Yes 19 4 15 9
8.2 .1', Aabbabb 49 19 1 Yes 49 9, 40 24
9.1 S bbbb 139 40 1 Yes 139 20' 119 67
9.2 a.l\.B baba 25 14 ' 0 No 25 2 23 15
10.1 S Baabaab 2311 917 29 Yes 2311 110 2201 1319
10.2 S bBABb 176 80 0 Yes 176 9 167 92
10.3 S Baabaab 63 33 1 Yes 63 5 58 30
11. 1 S Ibtibtaea 190 76 1 Yes 190 36 154 84
Figure 14. Test Results
Figure 15 shows the derivation paths discovered by the program while testing. If a test
lists more than one derivation path, the grammar is ambiguous. The test numbers correspond to
the guarded grammar numbers used in Figure 13. Only the grammars that did discover the
"Search For" strings are listed.
Test Derivation Paths
















































Figure 15. The Derivation Paths
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5.2 Evaluation and Observations
The derivation process for a sentence in a language generated by a granunar can
produce a large number of derivations in effort to determine the correct derivation path of the
sentence. The methods used in this project to limit the number of active derivations did reduce
the number ofderivation paths. Terminating the derivation ofa sentential fonn, when its length
exceeded the target sentence, was used to limit the number ofactive derivations.
Two simple tests were used to determine if processing could be ended for a derivation
path. The first test terminated the derivation process when the sentential fonn was a sentence
and the second test terminated the derivation process when the length of the sentential fonn
exceeded the length of the target sentence. The tool terminated processing when aU derivations
either were sentences or had terminated.
The guarded grammar statements used to define a grammar were designed to be simple
and reflect the four-tuple definitions for a grammar. These statements take their basis from
Dijkstra's guarded commands.
One area where the tool could be made more efficient is handling thread startup and
termination. The overhead ofstarting and terminating as many threads as was necessary for this
project resulted in a considerable amount of overhead. Rearchitecting this area to reduce
overhead will need to take into account the fact that threads use shared memory.
One limitation that was discovered during testing was that Wmdows NT seemed to
have a limit of about 1,600 threads per process. When this limit was reached, the
ArxBeginThread APL which is used to start each thread, returned a NULL pointer. When the
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NULL pointer was returned, a new thread was not started. No documentation was found to
indicate what the limit was for the number of threads per process. The tool worked around this
limitation by adding a restart queue. The restart queue was used to restart any thread that failed
to start when this limitation was reached.
Finally, the tool produced as part of this thesis work was able to successfully process
and work on all of the test grammars.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Summary
The objective of this thesis was to develop a tool to test the feasibility of automating
the generation of the derivation paths of sentences in a grarrunar. This generation process was
done using a parallel construction method. All relevant paths were tried in parallel in an effort
to discover the derivation path of a given sentence.
This derivation method can be used in either a forward or backward direction, The
forward method starts from a given sentential form (usually the start symbol) of the grammar,
The rules of the grammar are applied until a match is found or aU derivation paths end without
matching the ending sentence. The backward direction works like the forward direction, but
starts with the ending sentence and works backward to the start symbol.
This thesis is based on work done by Hoare and Dijkstra with guarded commands.
Hoare's proposed extensions to guarded commands was the basis for this thesis and was used




Future work may include making the tool more language aware so that other types of
languages and grammars can be supported. Adding more instrumentation to the code could
show in more detail what is happening during the derivation process. Changing the language to
JAVA would allow usage over the Internet and possible more machine independence. Using
LEX or YACC for parsing could allow for more flexibility in parsing the guarded grammar as
well as reducing the parsing complexity. Finally, work on the efficiency of the thread usage
would improve the performance ofthe tool.
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A fonnal system for defining a language.
A set of strings generated from an alphabet by applying a set of
productions or re-writing rules.
Microsoft Foundation Classes
A result of the application of one or more productions ofa
grammar to the start symbol containing only tenninal characters.
A special non-terminal character in a grammar.
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APPENDIX B: TOOL INFORMATION AND CODE LISTING
In this appendix, the code for the project is shown. A software tool called PLUG
(Parallel Language Generation) was written as a Windows NT rvEFC application. This
application uses several classes to produce the derivation path of a sentence. The data
flow from parsing the guarded grammar keywords to producing the derivation is described
below.
The first step is to parse the guarded grammar keywords. The grammar class is
used to parse the keywords and produce the structures necessary to control the derivation
process. The derivation process is controlled by the guarded commands described in the
grammar. During parsing, the character sets that make up the non-terminal, tenninal, and
designated non-terminal start symbol are collected. Additionally, the production rules of
the grammar are also coHected.
The data structures used to save the non-terminal, terminal, start symbol, and
productions are the CharString class and the list array template. The productions are also
stored in a structure, which· contains the guard and each production rule.
After the guarded grammar keywords have been parsed, processing is ready to
begin. The first step in processing is to request the input of the starting and ending
sentential forms. The starting sentential form is used as the starting point for the derivation
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process and the ending sequential form is the target of the derivation process.
A SententialForm class is used to store the derivation starting point. The
SententiaIFonn class also inherits the CharString class and extends it by adding flags to
describe the state of the sentential fonn. The flag indicates the type of sentential fonn as
either a sentence or a terminated sentential fonn.
Next, the root node of the derivation tree is allocated. The root node contains the
starting point for the derivation. Each node of the derivation is an instance of the
derivation class. Each node in the derivation tree points to all possible subsequent
derivations. The derivation class includes methods to change and set the next node
pointers.
Once the root derivation is initialized, the derivation process starts with the
initiation of a thread. The thread begins by scanning the guards contained in the grammar
for a guard contained in the current sentential fonn. For each matching guard, a new
thread is started. This new thread allocates a new derivation as a child of the previous
derivation and perfonns the character substitutions per matching rule in the grammar. The
process continues recursively until all derivation paths end in sentences or are terminated.
A derivation path is terminated whenever the length of a sentential fonn exceeds
the length of the "Search For" string. Each derivation either ends in a sentence or the
"Search For" string is found.
Two guarded grammar statements are used to describe the grammar and the
parallel guarded commands associated with the grammar. The two statements are the
grammar definition and production definition cards. Each are discussed in more detail in
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the following paragraphs.
This grammar control statement defines the grammar to be processed. The
information required is the characters making up both the terminal and non-terminal
character sets. Additionally, the designated non-terminal character is also defined as the
start symbol. The third operand is a placeholder for the grammar productions, which will
be defined in the production statements. The syntax of the statement is defined as:
g=({'N...N', ... 'N...N'}, {'L ... L', ... ,'L ... I'}, P, 'S')
eN... N', ... 'N ...N'} is a comma delimited list of characters enclosed in single quotes.
These characters make up the non-terminal characters of the grammar.
Each character must be enclosed within a single quote.
{'I ... I' .... ,'I ... L'} is a comma delimited list of characters enclosed in single
quotes, These characters make up the terminal characters of the grammar.
Each character must be enclosed within a single quote,
P is a placeholder for the production runs.
S is the designated character from the non-terminal character set called the
start symbol. This character must be enclosed in single quotes.
The production statement defines the guarded production rules of the grammar. If
the guard is true, each possible production is processed in parallel. The guard is fired for
the leftmost match of the sentential fonn currently being processed. The syntax of the
statement is defined as:
P· <' 'X' 'b t >= 'X' -> {' , I ' , I } h,IS a su se y... y , z... z ..., were
P: identification that the control statement is a production.
<is 'X' a subset> Is a singly quoted string consisting of characters from the
terminal and non-terminal sets. The guard is true for the first occurrence of
the' X' within the current sentential form being processed. If the guard is
not true, the production rule is ignored and processing continues with the
next production rule.
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'X' is a singly quoted string consisting of characters from the terminal and non-
terminal sets. This character string is replaced to fonn the new production
from the production rules of this control statement.
Some basic code characters are: 28 header files, 26 cpp files, lines 8,075, number
of comments 2,300, and the number ofMFC files 24. The number ofclasses used is 19.
























































The i.JIplementation/header file for this class provides a cla-.s that is silDJ.lar to
the ANSI C tellplate stri,ng class. This class was written instead of using, the ANSI
template class because all of the platforms that were considered initially for this
project did not have the standard class library available. This class implements several
string operators used to manipulate a character string. Th_e operations include
assignment, concatenation, and index overloaded operations. Additional operations are also
provided that return the character .string, length, and provide an index function. During
development of this cla•• , overloaded input and output operators were used to t.st this




II CharString cIa•• is used to manage a de.cription CharStr1ng. Also CharString provides
II overload operators =, +, <, >, E:, [l, », and «. The overloaded operator.







I I length of character string.
I I pointer to the character .tring.
Overloaded operators.
The overloaded operators are used to manipulate the character
string.
II











Charstring' operator- (con.t Charstring ~.) ;
CharStrin9' operator= (const CharString .... );
CharString operator+ (canst CharString ~s);
Charstring operator+ (can.t int 'i);
int operator> (const CharString ~s)
int operator< (const Charstring ~s)
int operato~ (canst CharString ~s)




char* GetChar () ;
int length (void) ;
string
int Contains(const CharStrinq 's) ;
parameter character string as
substring.
II return the character string.
I I return the length of the character




I I aver~oaded input/output operators
II
friend ostream. operator« (ostream. out, CharString .s) ;
friend istream. operator» (istream&. in, CharString .s) ;
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lendif
These methods are used as a replacement for the MFC string cl....s or the ANSI
string class. At the time that this project was sta.rted the exeoution platform
was not firm and a decision to develop my own string class was made. A standard
string class should be used.
II



















*define- new DBBUG NEW







II CharString default constructor. Allocates a string of "n" characters. The








II CharString default constructor. Al~ocates a character string and copies the




len = strlen(s) ;
str = new char [len + 1];
strcpy(str,s);
II
II CharString default copy constructor. Hakes sure and make a new copy of
I I the string pointed to by the string pointer.
II
CharString: : CharString(const CharString .s)
(
len .. s.len;
str = new char [len + 1];
strcpy(str,s.str) ;
II






II Overload '=' operator. The '=' operator copies one strinq class to
II another. The old string destination is delete and reallocated to
II the size of the new string.
II
CharString'
CharString::operator= (const CharString 's)
{
len '" s.len;






II overload '=' operator. The '=' operator copies one strinq class to
II another. The old string destination is delete and reallocated to
II the size of the new string. The source is a CharString pointer.
II
Charstring&
CharString: :operator= (const CharStrinq ... )
{
if ( !s ) return (CharString) NULL;
len = s->len;






II overload '+' operator. ~he '+' concatinates two string characters
II and return. the resulting string.
II
CharString
CharString::operator+ (const CharString &9)
{
Charstring result;
delete [] result .•tr;
result. len = s.len + len;




IIII overload '+' operator. The .+' concatinates string characters and an integer
II character return. the resulting string.
II
CharString




result.len = 1 + len;







II OVerload '<' operator. The '<' operator compares two string characters
II and returns the result.
II
int




I I Overload . >' operator. The' >. operator compares two string characters
I I and returns the resul t .
II
int
CharString: : operator> (const Charstring &s)
f
I I cout«"operator>" « "str = " « str « " s. str "« s. str « end!;
return(strcup(str,s.str»O);
II







II OVerload '=' operator. The '=' operator compares two string characters
I I and returns the result.
II
int
CharString::operator= (canst CharString &5)
{
if ( len ,= s.len ) return false;
return (strcup(str,s. str) =0) ;
II




CharString: :operator[] (int elem)
f
static char temp = '\0';
if (elem < 0 I I elem > len) return temp;
return strlelem];
II





char *c = NULL;
c = strstr(str,s.str);
if C c NULL) return -1;
return (c - str);
II








// OVerload '«' operator. The '«' operator will print the string atr.
//
ostream&









operator» (istream lOin, Charstring &s)
{
canst 1nt Max = 81;
char temp [Max], *p ;
// read in string description
cin.getline(temp,Hax) ;
// find first non blank character in string
p = temp;
whileC*p = ' • && *p != '\0') p++;
// load the string data into the string class
delete [] s.str;
B.len = strlen(p) ;
s.str = new char[s.len+1];
strcpy(s.str,p);
return in;
ChildFrm. cpp / ChlldFrm.h
This set of header/illlplementation files are used to describe the child frame in
the Windows HOI application. These files are as generated by the class wizard.
// ChildFrm.h : interface of the CChildFrame class
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////1
Nif !defined(AFX CBILDFRH B E69D48FE~4843 11D1 AB4S 00COD109SF74__INCLUDED_)
Ndefine AFX_CBILDFRH_B__E69D48FB_4843=l1D1=AB4S=00COD1095F74__INCLUDBO
tif HSC VER >= 1000
ipugma once
Nendif // HSC_ VER >= 1000











1/ ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides







~rtual void AssertValid() const;
~rtual void Dump (CDumpContext& de) const;
lIendif
II Generated message map functions
protected:
II{{AFX HSG(CChildFrame)
~I NOTE - the ClassNizard will add and remove member functions here.






/1 Hicrosoft Developer studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.
fendif // !defined(AFX_CBILDPRH H E69D48FE 4843 1101 A845 DDCDD1D95F74__INCLUDED_)
// ChildFrm.cpp : implementation of the CChildFrame class
1/





I#de:Une- new DEBUG NEW






BBGIN MESSAGE HAP (CChlldFrame, atDIChlldHnd)
- //«Aft. MBG MAP(CChildFrame)
~ / NOTE - the Cla.sWizard will add and relllOV'e IUpping IUcros here.
// DO NOT EDIT wh<lt you see in these blocks of generated code 1












/1 Tono: Kodify the Window class or styles here by modifying









void CCh1ldFrame: : Dump (COUqlContext& de) const
(
CHOICh1l.dNnd: : Dump (de) ;
1111111/11111/1111111111111/1111111111111111/1/111111111111111111111111/11111
II CChildFrame message handlers
)
Der1vation.cpp I Derivation.h
The derivation class is used to describe a derivation of a grammar. Each
derivation is a node in the derivation tree. Each node contains pointers to the next node
(child) in the derivation process. Methods have been provided to 1ldd, and Get the children




/1 Derivation class is used to define a sentenial for of the grammar. Each Derivation
points to
I I the next c:lerivation of the qrammar.
II
II DATA:
II str - pointer to character string.
II NextDeriVAtions - pointer to Derivations that are children of this DeriVAtion
II Num DeriVAtions - Number of children this Derivation points to.















void AddNodetoTree(CTreeCtrl *m ctlTreectrl,
TV INSBRTSTRUCT .tv.
- char *Reverse,






// Initialization contructor/Destructor routines
//







int Add Child(Derivation &n);
child of this Derivation
:l.nt Add Child(Der:l.vat:l.on &n, int index.) ;
this Derivat:l.on
// at offset index.
:l.nt SetHax(int index);
this Derivation
int Get Level (vo:l.d) ;
this Derivation .




// Add Derivation "N' as a
// Add Derivation "N" all a ch:l.ld of
/1 Add Derivation "N" as a child of
1/ Get the level of
// Return a pointer to this
// Return the sentential for.m for the
void Get Tree Stat.(int &NumNodes,












void Print Tree To Tree(CTreectrl *m ctlTreeCtrl,
- - - TV_ INSBRTSTRUCT tv,
Tree.
II Print the tree to the
/1 Print the tree to a HFC
SententialFor.m CS); //
/ I Print the tree to the
I I output
BTRltEITBM &t,
int COnt leon offset,
int Stop-leon-offset,
int Te~Icon:otfset);
II Reverse being the node.
:l.nt Print_Tree_To_Tree_Reverse(char *Reverse, // print the tree to the
CTreectrl *m ctlTreectrl, // output tree with
- TV_ INSZRTSTRUCT &tv,
B'l'RJItI.ITIM &t,
int cont Icon offset,
int stop-Icon-offset,
int Term:lcon:offset) ;




The grammar header/1mplementat~on class files are used to describe the qra.Dlllar
being processed by this program. The qra.Dlllar class contains the ter.m1nal, non-ter.m1nal,
and productions of the qraDllar. A method. to parse and syntax checJt statements is provided
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.by the olass. Syntax ohecJting a keyword sta~t adds the appropriate dat.a structures to
the olass to allow the derivation process to .be done. Additional class _thoo. are
provided to search the guards for a match.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
II
II Grammar.h: interface for the Grammar class.
/1
/111111/1111/1/1111111/11/111/1111/111/11///1/////1/111/11/1//1//////1
lif !defined(AFX GRAKHAR B BCB47537 284B llDl ABl3 OOCOD10g~F74 INCLUD&D_)
jdefine AFX_GRAHKAR_B__9CB47537_284B:llDl:A8l3:00COD1095F74__INCLUD&D
4hf MSC VU >c 1000
jpra"gma once
'endif // j(SC_VER >c 1000
'include '·List.h"
/1
// structure for describing the guarded commands.
//









The production of the grammar.
The nonterminal Charstring array.
The terminal CharString array.
NumNT; 1/ The number of
protected:
ListArray<CharString> NT; 1/







LililtArray<GuardStruct> GuardedCommanda; I I
Nw!1T;
NumProductions;











GraDDarFSA[GRAMHARPSAHAXXl [GRAHHARl"SAHAXY1; /1 The
ValidCharacters[2~6]; /1 The valid charac.ters used
//
II The constructor destructors for the grammar class
Grammar () ;
-GraDDar () ;
int Parse(const char *input , CharString ~re.ults);
input line
int HaxChildren(void) ;
I I Return the max children
int AddNT (Charstring ~CS) ;
/1 Add a non-terminal
int isNT(CharString ~CS);
1/ Is the CharString a Non-Terminal
int AddT(CharString GT);
I I Add a terminal
int isT(CharStrinq 'CS) ;
1/ Is the CharString a terminal
int AddProduction(CharStrinq &CSGuard) ;
// Add a production Guard
int AddProduction(int GuardNum, CharString 'CSGuardCmd) ;
Guard num
/1 Parse the
1/ Add a production at
int ScanGuardForHatch(char *CUrrent, int indeX);
a guard match
int NumOuards(void) ( return NumProductions;
Return the number ot productions
int NumQuardProductions(int index) ;
// Return the number of productions tor this guard
int ScanProduction(CharString 'input,
productions at rulenum and for production
CharString 'output,
// replacing the characters.
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const int ProductionNum) ;
int isSentence(Charstring input); // is the charstring
(input) a sentence.
friend ostream' operator« (ostream' out, Grammar's); // overload the output operator
) ;
































for i = 0; i < 256; i++ )
ValidCharacters[i]=i;
NumNT = NumT = NumProductions
and number of productions




// set everthing to invalid
//
for (i = 0; i < GRAHMARFSAMAXX; i++)
for ( j = 0; j < GRAHHARFSAHAXY; j++ )
GrammarFSA[i][j] - 99; // invalid state
//
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II "g" go to state 1
I I "go" go to state 1
II "P" go to state 24
I I "p" go to state 24
II ignore the blanks







II Par.e g-({ln'",J, {IX'",} ,P I ~Sl )






II ...... goo to .tate 2
II ignore the blanks
II "(" go to state 3
I I ignore the blank.
II .. ( .. goo to state 3
I I ignore the blanks





I I state (7)
II "," go to state 6
II ignore the blanks
I I "{" go to state 7




GrammarFSA[9] [ 'P' )=10;
GrammarFSA[9] [' '}=9;
II "," go to state 9
I I ignore the blanks
I I "P" go to state 10
II "p" go to state 10





II "," go to




I I "," go to state 11
II ignore the
for ( 1 = 0; i < GRAHHARFSAHAXY; i++ ) GrammarFSA[12}[i} = 12;
GrammarFSA[12] ['\\']=22; II ignore the blank.









II Find a .tarting ,
for ( i .. 0; 1 < GRAMMARFSAHAXY; 1++ ) GrammarFSA[15} [i) .. 15;
GrammarFSA[15] ['\' ']=17; II Find an ending
GrammarFSA[15] ['\\']=16; II find an escape
character
for ( 1 = 0; 1 < GRAMMARFSAHAXY; 1++ ) GrammarFSA116) [1] .. 15;
GrammarFSA[17][' ,']=14; I I Find an
ending ,
GrammarFSA[17][')']=5; II Find the end of the
NT set,
GrammarFSA[18] [' \, ']=19; II Find a starting
GrammarFSA[18] [' , ]=lB;
for ( i c 0; 1 < GRAMHARFSAHAXY; i++ ) GrammarFSA[19] [1J 19;
GrammarFSA[19] (. \ ' ']=21; II Find an ending ,
GrammarFSA[19J['\\']=20; II find an escape
character
for ( 1 = 0; 1 < GRAMHARFSAHAXY; 1++ ) GraanarFSA[20] [1] 19;
ending
NT set.





II Find the end of the
I I Find an ending ,
for ( i = 0; i < GRAHHARFSAKAXY; i++) GrammaxFSA(22)[i] z 12;
II END state
GrammarFSA(23)[' ']=23;











GrammarFSA[28] r '\' , )=29;
GrammarFSA[28] [' ']=28;













for ( i = 0; i < GRAMHARFSAHAXY; i++) GrammarFSA[29][iJ 29;
GrammarFSA(29) [' \ \' )=30; I I Find '\"
GrammarFSA[29] ['\' ']=31; II Find '
for ( i = 0; i < GRAHHARFSAHAXY; i++ ) GrammarFSA(30)[1) 29;














GrammarFSA [35] [' '] =35 ;
GrammarPSA[36J['e']-37;


























I I Find 'e'











for ( i = 0; i < GRAHHARFSAMAXY; i++ ) GrammarFSA[41] [i) = 41;
GrammarFSA[41] [ '\" ]=43; II Find .. '
GrammarFSA[41] ['\\')=42; II Find '\'
for (i- 0; i < GRAHHARFSAMAXY; i++. GrammarFSA[42J[i) - 41;
GrammaxFSA[43] ['-']=44; II Find '-'
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GrammarFSA[43) [ . . )=43; II Find
Gr..-arFSA[44) ['>' )"405; II Find '>'GrammarFSA[U) [. , )z44; II Find
GrammarFSAI4S] [' {' ]-46; II Pind .( ,
GrammarFSA[4S] [' , ]-45; II Find
GrammarPSA146] [ '\' , ]-47; II Find II'
GrammarFSA[46] [' ']=46; II P1nd
for ( 1 = 0; i < aRAHHARF~; i++ ) GrammarPSA[47j[i) '"' 47;
GrammarFSA[47] 1'\\']=48; II Find '\'
GrammarFSA147][' \' ' )'"'49; I I Find .. '





Grammar: : -Grammar ()
{
II
II Is the character string a sentence
II
int









II Look at each terminal character.
II
for i = 0; i < NumNT; 1++)
(
II
II Was s non-terminal character?
II
NonTerminal .. NT.Get(i);
if ( input.Contain.(NonTer.1nal) 1- -1 ) return false;
return true;
II











GuardStruct *p .. (GuardStruct *) NULL;
II
I I Validate the Rule NUDlber
II
if RuleNum < 0 I I
RuleNum > NumProductions ) return ret;
II
I I Check to see of the production number of wi thin bounds
II
if ProductionNum < 0 I I
ProductionNum >= NumGuardProductions(RuleNum) ) return ret:
II
II Retrive the rule
II
p = GuardedCOIlIIIIands. Get (RuleNum) ;
II
I I Check to see where the guard is contained in the current c1e.r1vation.
II
ret = input. Contains (p->Guard) ;
if ( ret == -1 ) return ret;
Ilcout « ., scan found character @ " « ret « endJ.;
II
II Get the first part
II
output
if ( ret !co 0
(
for ( i = 0; i < ret; i++ )
output = output + input[i];
II
II replace the characters
II
temp = p->statement.Get(ProductionNum);
output = output + temp;
II
II Move over the number of characters in the guard and add the end characters
II
GuardLength = p->auard.length() ;
if ( GuardLength + ret> input.length() ) return ret;
for ( i = GuardLenqth+ret; i < input.length(); 1++ )
output = output + input[i];
return ret;
II
II Return the number of productions in the rule
II
int
Grallmlar: :NumGuard.Productiona (int inclex)
{
int ret = 0;
GuardStruct .p '" (GuardStruct *) NULL;
II
I I Retrieve the guaIded COIIIIIland
II
p = GuardedCommands.Get(index) ;
if ( P ) ret c p->NumStat:ements;
return ret;
IIII Return the max parallel for this grammar.
II
int





GuardStruct *p '" (GuardStruct .) NULL;
II
I I Check the bounds of index
II
if ( index < 0 II
index >= NumProductions ) return false;
p '" GuardedColllmands. Get (index) ;
II
I I Check to see if the guard is contained in the current derivation
II
CSCUrrent = CUrrent;
ret = CSCUrrent. Contains (p->Ouard) ;
if ( ret != -1 ) return true; II yes, return offset
return false; I I indi.cate searCh is dDne.
II





int max = 0;
GuardStruct *p = (GuardStruct *) NULL;
I I pointer to guarded COIIIDIa.lld structure
II
II Find the guarded COIIIDIa.lld with the most parallel statements.
II
for ( int i = 0; 1 < NumProductions; i++)
{
p = GuardedCcmmands.Get(i) ;
if ( p->NumStatements > max ) max - p->NumStatements;
return max;
II






II te~nate when error
the number of Non-Te~nals that a.re in this grammar.
if
int Brrorcode;
if ( i.NT( CS ) )
return false;







II Add a Te~nal strinq to the grammar class.
II
int
Grammar: : AddT ICharStrinq &CS)
{
int BrrorCode;
if ( isT(CS) )
return false;
if 1sNT (CS) )
return false;
ErrorCode = T.Put(CS, NumT);
assert (Brrorcode ); I I terminate when error
NumT++; I I Increment the number of Non-Termina.ls that are in this qramma.r.
return true;
II
I I Is the C'harString CS a. member of the NT set.
II
int





1f ( !NumNT ) return false;
for ( i -= 0; 1 < NumNT; i++)
p = NT.Get(i) ;
if ( !p ) continue:
1f ( *p == CS ) {
return true;
return false;
I I Are there any members?
I I Look through and check each member
I I Get an entry to check
II Valid pointer?
I I The same return true;
II Not a IIIelIIber
II







if ( !NumT ) return false; I I Are there an.y members?
I I Look throughfor ( i = 0; i < NumT; i++)
p = T.Get(i);
if ( !p ) continue;
if ( *p == cs ) return true; I I The same
and check each member



















p -= (GuardStruct *) NULL;
return NumProduct1ons-l;
II Not a member
II allocate a new
II Set the production guard
II 1n1tialize the nUmber of guard
I I Add the new guardlllld COIIIIII.ilnd to
II Increase the number of production
I I Null this methods pointer
II return the production rule number
int
Grammar::AddProduct1on(int GuardNum, CharBtring 'CSGuardCmd)
{
GuardStruct *p;
p = GuardedCammands. Get (GuardNum); I I Get the guard structure
IIII Hake sure there is a statement there
II





II overload .«' operator. The '«' operator will print the string str.
/I
ostream'
operator« (ostream 'out, Grammar 'g)
(
int .if .ii;
GuardStruct *p = (GuardStruct *) NULL;
II pointer to guarded command structure
out « "Grammar:" « end!;
II
II output the Non-Termdnals
II
out « "NT={";
for ( 1 = 0; .i < g.NumNT; i++)
out « ( (i) ? "," ) « *g.NT.Get(1);
out « "}" « end!;
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II
II OUtput the Non-Terminals
II
out « "T={";
for ( i = 0; 1 < g.NumT; i++)
out « ( (i) ? ", ,.
out « ")" « end!; ) « *g.T.Get(1);
II
II output the Productions
II
for ( i = 0; i < g.NumProduct1ons; 1++) (
out « "P={";
P = g.OUardedCommands.Get(i);
out « "(" « p->NumBtatelllentll « ")";
out « p->ouard
« «p " p->NumBtatementll) ? ", (" : "" );
for ( i1 = 0; i1 < p->NumBtatementll; ii++)
out « ( (1i) ? "," : "" ) « * (p->Statement. Get (ii» ;
out « «p " p->NumBtatements) ? ")" : "" ) « "}" « end!;
return out;
II
II Parse the input character string
II
1nt




int i, j, It;
int state = 0;
int Addflagl f Addflaq2, Addflaq3, ()uardsMatch, Brror, ProdNum;
CharString NonTerm, Term, BtartSym;
CharString OUard!, OUard2, Production;
CharString *temp;
II
II Loop through and parse the control card
II
for ( i = 0; i < LineSize; i++ ) {


























II Add the character to the start symbol
II
case 12:









II Add the character to the current non-termi.nal character(s)
II
case 15:




I I Add the Non-termi.nal character to the l1st of non-terminal
I I characters. If 1 t already exist. then post an error.
II
case 17:
temp - new CharStr1ng;
*teap NonTerm;
Error - AddNT(*temp) ;
IIII Check and see 1f the non-terminal character was added
II
if !Error) {
results = "P3: Non-terminal alread ex1ts: ".











-I I Add the char~cter to the current termi.nal character (s)
II
case 19:





II Add the terminal character to the list of non-terminal
I I characters. If it already exists then post an error.
II
case 21:




I I Check and see if the terminal character was added.
II
if !Error) (
results - "1'4: Termi~l alread exits: ".




















I I Add the current character to the first ~ard in the
II guard list control card.
II
caae 29:































II Add the current character to the second guard in the
II guard list control card.
II
case 41:





II reset the addflag2 flag. C~are the two guards from the control
II and make sure that they are the same. If the quarda are not then





II Are the two guards on the guard l.ist the same?
II
if Guardl = Quard2 )
{
GuardsHatch = true;
























I I Add the current character to the current production.
II
case 47:





II if the production Addflaq is true add the current production
















// Build parse error message
//
case g9:
resul ts = ,. P2; Parse failed near c.haracters: ";
for ( ~ = i, k - 0; j < LineSize, k < 6; ~++, k++)








assert ( , ,. Logic error entered dead state") ;
break;
//
/ / Control card parse .. OK"
//
return true;
MainFrm. cpp / Ma1.nFrm. h
The main frame header and iq>lementatlon files are U8ed to describe the lllain frame
in the Windows HOI application. These files are as generated by the class wizard.
// MalnFrm.h : interface of the CHalnFrame class
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
fif !defined(APX KAXNPRH B K6gD48FC 4843 1101 A845 00CODI09SP74__INCLUOID_)
'define AFX KAXNFRH B E69Dl8FC 4843-11DI-A845-00COD10gSF74 INCLUOID
- -- - - - - -
tif HSC VB =- 1000
tpra9ma once
*endif // _HSC VER =- 1000










// ClassWizard generated ~rtual function overrides








Virtual void AssertValidO canst;
virtual void~(CDuqlContext~ de) const;
tendif
protected: // control bar embedded members
CStatusBar m wndStatusBar;
CTooIBar m:wndTooIBar;
// Generated messaqe map functions
protected:
//{{APX MSG(CHainFrame)
afx msq-int OnCreate (LPCREATBSTRUCT IpCreateStruct) ;
- // NOTE - the ClassWizard will add and remove member functions here.





// {{AFX INSERT LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.















BEGIN MESSAGE MAP (QQ.inFrame , CHDIFrameWnd)
- // {{Ai){ MSG MAP (CHa1nJ'rame)
"7/ NlOTB - the Clas.Wizard will add and remove mapping macros here.
// DO NOT BOlT what you see in these blocks of generated code !
ON WM CREATE ()














// TODO: add member initialization code here






if (CHOIFrameWnd: :onCreate(lpCreatest.ruct) = -1)
return -1;
if (lm wndToolBar.Create(this) II
- ! m_ wndToolBar. LoadToolBar (lDR_MAINFRAME) )
TRACEO("Failed to create toolbar\nn);
return -1; // fail to create
if (1m wndStatusBar.Create(thia) fl
- !m_wndStatusBar.Setlndicators(indicatora,
sizeof(indicators)/sizeof(UINT»)
TRACEO (nFailed to create status bar\n") ;
return -1; // fail to create
// TODO: Remove this if you don' t want tool tips or a resizeable toolbar
m wndToolBar.SetBarStyle(m wndToolBar.GetBarStyle() I
- CBRS_TOOLTIPS I c:BRS_FLYBY I CBRS_SIZE_DYNAMIC);
/ / TODO: Delete these three lines if you don' t want the toollJar to
/ / be docJtable
m wndToolBar.EnableDocJting(CBRS ALIGN ANY);
EnableDocJting(CBRS ALIGN ANY) ; - -
DocJtControlBar(~_WndTooYBar);
return 0;
BOOL CHainFrame: : Precrea.teWindow (CRJLATBSTRUCT& cs)
{
// TODO: Modify the Window class or styles here by modifying





void cMiinl!'rame: : AssertValid0 const
{
CHDIPrameWnd::AssertValid() ;
void CHainFrame::Dump(CDumpContext& de) const
i
CHOIFrameWnd: : Dump (de) ;
lendif / / _DEBUG
/////////1///11////////////1///11/1///11111/1//1/1//1///////1////1////1//1///
// CHainFrame message handlers
Parsecontrols.cpp / Parsecontrols.h
The Parllecontrols header/iaplementation files are a HFC dialog class used to
display a dialog box for controlling the derivation process. After the derivation process
has ended, statistics are added to the dialog box about the ended derivation process.
lif ldefined(AFX PARSECONTROLS B 683806D3 AOE9 1101 8F59 OOCODI095F74__INCLUDEO_)
ldefine AFX PARSBOONTROLS_B__683BD6D3_AOB9:11D1:8F59:00CODI095F74__INCLUDBD
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fif MSC VBR >= 1000
ipra9"ma once
tendif / / MSC VBR >= 1000








CParseControls(CWnd* pParent NULL) ;
// Dialog Data
//((AFX ~TA(CParsecontrols)




CString III start frOlll;
CString Ill-search for:
CStringlll-sentence found;







// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//({AFX VIRTUAL(CParseControls)
protectect:




// Generated message map functions
//({AFX HSG(CParseControls)
virtual-void OnOK() ;


























-static char THIS_FlLE[] = _FlLE_
jendif
enUJII i stop found, stop t1.me, stop 1.terations };
//////////17//////////17/////////17//////////////////////////////////////////
// CParaecontrols dia~og
CParsecontrols: :CParsecontrols(CWnd* pParent /*-NULL*/)
: CD1.alog(CParsecontrols::IOO, pParent)
//(IAFX DATA INIT(CParsecontrols)
m max threac1i • 0;
m-total threads .. 0;
m-run time a 0;
alstart from - _'1'("") ;
m-search for a '1'("");
m-sentenee found = _'1'("");









ODX Text (pOX-;" IOC MAX TBRKAOS, m max threads);
ODX-Text(pDX, IOC-TO'l'AL TBRXADS,-m total threads);
OOX-Text (pOX, IOC-RUN TIME, m run time);-
DmCText(pOX, IDC-START FROH,-m start from) ;
DDX-Text(pDX, IDC-S&ARcB FOR, m-search for) ;
ODX-Text(pOX, IDC-SBNTBNCE roUND, m sentence found) ;
DDX-'1'ext (pOX, IDC-NUH NODBS, m num nodes); -
DDX-Text(pDX, IOC-NUH-SBNTENTIAL, iii num sentential);
DDX-Text (pDX, IOC-NOH-SENTENCES, m nWD 'ientences) ;
DDX-'1'ext(PDX, IDC-NUH-TER)flNATBD, iii nuiii terminated) ;
/ /}}AFX_DATA_MAP - - - -
BBGIN MESSAGE MAP (CParseControls, CDialog)
- // i (AFX MBG MAP (CParseControls)
ON BN CLlcKib(IOC START PROCESSING, onstartProcess1.ng)
/!T)AFx MBG MAP - -
BND_ HBSSAGB_ MAP() -
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CParsecontrols message handlers
void CParseControls::onOK()
(
CD1.alog: : onOK () ;
//



































I I Allocate and copy the Ending string (sentence/aentential form of the grallllll.iPor)
II
EndString = new charlm search for.GetLength()+S];
strcpy(EndString, m_seirch_for">;
II
I I Allocate and copy the start string (sentence/sentential form of the grammar)
II
startString = new char[m start fram.GetLength()+S];
strcpy(StartString, m_stirt_frOm);
If the starting string is longer than the ending string the data tree produced













I I exchange the starting/ending
II
I I Build the ROOT of the derivation tree ~rom the starting strinq.
II
Root SF = (CharString ) 9tartString;
Root-= new Derivation (Root_SF , 0);
II
I I Go and do the proce••1nq.
II
PlugParallel(*g, *Root, EndString, 0, stats);
II




II Calculate the stats from the run.
II
Stats.Getstats(m max threads, m total threads, temp);
m sentence found = lteq;-? " Found": " NOt Found") ;
m=run_time-c StopTime - StartT1me;
IIII Get the statistics from the tree.
II
Root->Get Tree Stats(m num nodes, m num_sentential, m_num_sentences,










// Create the output doc of the processing text base.
/1
I I Get the App pointer and loop thru the doc teJll)lates looking for the
II one we want.
PApp = AfxGetApp () ;
curTemplatePos ... PApp->GetFirstDocTemplatePosit.ionO ;
while(curTemplatePos != NULL)
{
CDocTemplate* curTemplate = PApp->GetNextDocTemplate(curTemplatePos);
cstrinq str;
curTemplate->GetDocStrinq(str, CDocTemplate: :docName) ;
if(str T("Process"»
{ -
CDocument *NewOoc .. curTemplate->OpenDocumentFile(NULL);
CPlugProcessOUtDoc *ptrDoc;
ptrDoc = (CPlugProcessOUtDoc*) NewDoc;
ptrDoc->Document Data. RemaII'eAll () ;
ptrDoc->Document-Data.Set5ize(O, 25);
II -




I I Create the output doc of the processing
II
I I Get the App pointer and loop thru the doc templates looking for the
I lone we want. Creating a new tree view.









CDocument *NewOoc ... curTemplate->OpenDoC'UllllmtFile (NULL) ;
CPlugTreeViewOoc *ptrDoc;
ptrDoc = (CPlugTreeViewDoc*) NewDoc;
return;
/1






The plug (Parallel Language Generation) header/implementation file contains the
Kl"C appli.cation definitions. These files contain the me.saqe mapping for the main routine
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for the program. '!'his class contains the routines to define the MFC news and several
windows messages are handled. The messages that are handled include the ~11e open, .lave,
save as, print, and print setup. '!'he MFC class wizard generated the majority of the code.
// plug.h : main header file for the PLUG application
//
lif tdefined(AF,K PLUG B E69D48FB 4843 1101 A845 OOC001095F74__INCLUDEO_)
'define APX_PLUG=B__E69048F8_4843=11D1=A84S-00COD109SF74__INCLUDBD
'if HSC VBR >- 1000
fpril9Da once
lendif / / HSC VB >= 1000
tifndef AFXWIN 8
ferror irlcfULde 'stdafx.h' before including this file for PCB
'endif
linclude "resource.h" // main symbols
///////////1//////////////////////////////////1//////////////////////////11//
1/ CPlugApp:
// Bee plug.cpp for the implementation of this class
//





// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//({AF,K VIRTUAL(CPlugApp)
public:-
nrtual BOOL Initlnstance() ;





afx-meg void OnFileNew() ;
afx-mag void OnFileopen();
afx- _g void OrIMenuSyntaxCheck I) ;







// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.








Ihnclude .. Pl.uqParseoutDoc. h"
iinclude "PlugProcessout.h"
4hnclude "Pl.uqProcessOUtDoc. h"
























BBGIN MESSAGB MAP (CPlugApp , CWinApp)
- 1/ ({AFX MBG HAP (CPlugApp)
ON coMHA'ND (10 APP ABOtrr, OnAppAbout)
ON-COHHAND(IO-FILE NEW, OnFlleNew)
ON-COHHAND (IO-FILS-OPEN, OnFlle<>pen)
ON-COHHAND (ID-KENU-SYNTAX CHECK, onMenuSyntaxCheclt)
ON-UPDATE cololiiAND UI (ID HENU PROCESS, OnUpdateHenuProceBS)
ON-COHMANi5" (ID MENU PRoc'iss, OnHenuProcess)
/ITlAFX MBG MAP -
1/ standard-file based. document ooamands
ON COMMAND (ID FlU NEW, CWinApp:: OnPiI eNew)
ON-COMMAND (ID-PILE-OPBN, CWinApp: :OnPileQpen)
/ rStandard print setup COIIIIIIand
ON COHHAND(ID FILS PRINT SETUP, CWinApp::OnFilePrintSetup)
END_ MESSA.ClE_ HAP () - - -
//1/1////////////1///////////////////////////1//1/1//////////////1/1/1//1//1/
/1 CPlugApp construction
CPlugApp: : CPl.ugApp 0
{
// TODO: add construction code here,
/1 Place all signi:ficant initialization in Initlnstance
/1111////1//////11/////1////////////////////1/1/1//////////////1/////////////
// The one and only CPlugApp object
CPlugApp theApp;
////////1/////1/////////////1///1//1////////////////////1//////////1///11//11
// The Grammar data members.
Grammar *g = NULL;
Derivation *Root ~ NULL;
SententialForm Root SF;






// If you are not using these features and wish to reduce the size
1/ of your final executable, you should remove from the following
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/ / Call tbis when using HFC in a shared DLL
// Call this when linking to HFC statically
/ / Change the registry key under which our settings are stored.
// You should IIIOd1fy this string to be something appropriate
// such as the name of your company or organization.
setReqistryKeYCT("Local AppWizard-Generated Applications"» ;
LoadStdProfileSettings(); // Load standard INI file options (including HRU)
/ / Register the application's doc:ument teD;>lates. Document teq>lates
/ / serve as the connection between doc:uments, frame wi.ndows and vj,ews.
CMulti00cTemplate* pDocTemplate;
pOocTemplate = new CNultiDocTemplate(
IDR PARSETYPE,
RuNTIME CLAS8(CPlugParseoutDoc) ,
RUNTIME-CLASS (CChlldPrame), / / custom MOl chlld frame
RUNTlME-CLAS8(CPlugParseout»;
AddDocTemplate (poocTemplate) ;
pDocTemplate - new CHultiDocTemplate(
IDR BDITTYPE,
RUN'Tna CLASS (CPluqBdi tDoc) ,
RUNTIMICCLASS (CChildPrame), / / custom MOl chlld frame
RVNTlME-CLASS(CPlugldit»;
AddDocTemplate(pDocTeq>late) ;
pDocTemplate = new CMultiDocTemplate(
lOR PROCESSTYPE,
RuNTIME CLASS(CPlugProcessOUtDoc),
RUNTIME-CLASS (CChildPrame), // custom MOl child fra.e
RUNTIHB-CLASS(CPluqProcessout» ;
AddDocTemplate (poocTemplate) ;
pDocTemplate = new CHulti0ocTemplate(
lOR TRBETYPE,
RuNTIME CLASS(CPluqTreeViewDoc),
RUNTIHB-CLASS (CChlldPrame) I // custom MOl child frame
RVNTlME-CLASS(CPlugTreeView» ;
AddDocTemplate <PoocTemplate) ;
// create main HOI Frame window




// Parse command line for standard shell commands, DOB, file open
CCommandLinelnfo cmdanfo;
ParseCommandLine(cmdanfo);
// Dispatch commands specified on the command line
if (! ProcessShellCOlllllland(cmdanfo»
return FALSE;





II CAboutDlg dialog used for App About






enum { 100 = 100 ABOUTBOX );
//})AFX_OATA -
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// ClassWizard generated Virtual ~unction overrides
//({AFX_VIRTUAL(CAboutDlq)
protected:





/ I{ {AFX KSG(CAboutDlg)
7/ No message handlers
/ /}}AFX KSG
DECLARE=MESSAGE_ MAP ()




void CAboutDlq: :OoDatilExchanqe(CDatilExchanqe* pDX)
{
CDialog: :DoDatilExchanqe (pOX) ;
I I{ {AFX DATA MAP(CAboutDlq)
I I} )AFX=DATA=MAP
BEGIN MESSAGE MAP(CAboutDlg, CDialog)
- I I ({AFX KSG MAP (CAboutDlq)
7 I NO message handlers
//})AFX KSG MAP
END_MESSAGE_ MAP() -






/ I CPluqApp commands
void CPlugApp: : OnFileopen ()
{
1/ TODO: Add your c01lllDand handler code here
/1 TOOO: Add your control notification handler code here
static char BloBED CODB szFilter[] = "All Text Files (* .grm) 1* .grmlAll Files
(*. *ll* . *' I" ; -










if (lOOK -= Olq.OoModal (»
{
POSITION eurTemplatePos - GetFirstDocTemplateposi tion () ;
while(cur'l'emplatepos !'" NULL)
{












I I stop the initial FileNew when the application i_ started.
,st..tic int :first_call = FALSE;
POSITION curTemplatePos c GetFirstDocTemplatePosition();
/I
I I Do not allow the first open doc to open a document.
/I
if first call = PALSE )
{
first call = TRUE;
return;
/I




CDocTemplate* curTemplate = GetNextDooTemplate(curTemplatePos) ;
cString str;
curTemplate->GetDocString(str, CDocTemplate::docName);





CDocument* CPlugApp: :OpenDocumentFile(LPCTSTR lpszPileName)
(
II TODO: Add your specialized code here and/or call the b ..ae class
POSITION curTemplatePos = GetPirstDocTemplatePosition();
II




CDocTemplate* curTemplate c GetNextDocTemplate(ourTemplatePoa) ;
cstring str;
curTemplate-:>oetDocString(lItr, CDoc'I'emplate: :dooName) ;
if (lItr T ("Bdit"» -
{ -
return curTemplate->OpenDocumentFile (lp_zP1leName, TRU&);
/I
II Logic error should never get here
/I
MxMe._ageBox("Loqic error in plug.cpp") ;
return CW1nApp: :OpenDocu.entFile(lpazPlleName) ;
/I
I I syntax check the grammar in the edi t View.
1/
void CPluqApp: : onMenuSyntaxCheeJt (I
{




int NumBrrors = 0;
II
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I I Get the active view pointer. This will be u.ed to qet the
I I data from the edit view.
II
CMDIPraJDeWnd *pFrame" (CMDIFrameWnd*)AfxGetApp0 ->mJlHa1nlihld;
CHDIChildNnd *pChild = pFrame->HDlGetAetive() ;
CEdit *pView =. (CEdi t *) pChlld->GetActiveView () ;
int if NumLine, CurrentBufferSize, teIIp;
LPBYTE lpszBuffer = NULL;
II
I I Get the number of J.ines in the edi t bUffer.
II
NumLine = pV1ew->GetLinecount() ;
II





II ReaJ.locate the grammar
II




II Does the edit buffer conta1n data?
II
if ( NumLine = 1 _& IpV1ew->LineLength(pV1ew->Linelndex(NumLine») {
AfxMessaqeBox (" Please try again the ed1 t buffer 1s empty I ,,) ;
return;
II
I I AlJ.ocate a new grammar
II
q = new Grammar;
II




for (i - 0; 1 < NumL1ne; i++) (
1ndex = pView->Linelndex(1);
if ( index -= -1 ) (
AfxHe••aqeBox("Loq1c; Mlted for line1ndex out of range?");
abort 0 ;
temp - pView->L1neLength(index); II Bow long i. the line
II
II Will the line fit 1n the current buffer?
II realloc 1f necessary
II
1f temp > CurrentBuffer8ize ) {
1£ ( !lpszBuffer ) delete [] lpszBuffer;
CUrrentBufferS1ze - teIIp:




I I Now that the current buffer 1s larqe enouqh for the current
I I 11ne 1n the ed1t view~ to the the buffer.
II
temp = pView->GetL1ne(1, (char *)lpszBuffer, CurrentBufferS1ze);
II
II Check the return codes
II
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allocate the new document. (Parse output)
After the parse output is place in the doc, then view the
data.
--
if ( tetllp = 0 ) i
AfxMessageBox ( .. Logic: GetL1ne buffer was too small?") :
abort();
*(lpsZBuffer+bemp) = '\0'; II null terminate
Parse_Results.Add«char *) IpszBuffer); II add the line to the parae
results
II
II Parse the current line.
II
Rc = g->Parse«(char *) IpszBuffer, Results);
II
II If the line had an error (count them)
I I Add the error message to the parse output view
II




II show the parse results dialog box
II
CPlugParseDialog DIg;
Olg.m Numl1nes = NumL1ne;
olg.m=NumErrors = NumErrors;
II







II delete the grammar if errors.
II








POSITION curTemplatePos = GetF1rstDocTemplatePoait1on();
while(curTeuplatePos ''"' NULL)
{
CDocTemplate* curTemplate = GetNextDocTemplate(curTemplatePos);
CStr1ng str;
curTemplate->GetDoCStr1ng(str, CDocTemplate:: docName) ;
if (str or ("Parse"»{ -
CDocument *NewDoc '"' curTemplate->OpenDocumentl"ile (NULL) ;
CPlugParseoutDoc ·ptrDoc;
ptrOoc '"' (CplugParseDutDoc*) NewDoo;
II










// If the grammar exists (parsed ok) then enable the process menu
//
void CPlugApp: : OnUpdateHenuProcess(CCDldUI* pODdlJI)
(
/ / '1'000: Add your coamand update UI handler code here





/ / Display the process dialog
//
void CPlugApp: : OnHenuProce.ss ()
(
// '1'000: Add your command handler oode here
CParseControls Olg;





The Plug resource file is used by the HFC application and oontains the resouroes
necessary for the KFC windows app11oation. KFC and the developer studio generated this
file.
//H1crosoft Developer Studio generated resource script.
//
4tinclude "resource.h"
tdef1ne APSTUDIO READONLY SYHBOLS
///////////////fl///////fl///////////////////////////////////////////////////
//






// English (U.S.) resources
lIif !deflned(AFX RESOURCE DLL) II deflned(AFX 'l'ARG KNU)
4tifdef WIN32 - - - -
LANGUAGE LANG ENGLISH, SUBLANG ENGLISH US









non-Microsoft Visual c++ edited resources\r\n"
// Standard cOlllPOnents\r\n"














"\r\n" - - - -
"fif ldefined(APX RESOURCE DLL) II defined(AFX TARG ENU)\r\n"
"fifdef WIN32\r\n" - -
"LANGUAGE 9, 1\r\n
"
"tlpragma codeyaqe (1252) \r\n"
"'end1.f\r\n"
"'include I'" res\\pluq, rc2"" //
"'include lI"afxres.rc llll
"'include ""afxprint.rc""








// Icon with lowest 10 value placed first to
// remains consistent on ~ll systems.




















































HBNUITEH "~Open... \tCtrl+O" ,
HBNUITEH ,. ~Save\tctrl+s" ,
HBNUITEH SBPAIlA'l'OR













MENUITBH -, kAbout plug .. _" •
BND
END






MENUITBH "&Save\ tCtrl+S" ,
MENUITBH "Save ~ ... ",
MENUITBM SEPARATOR
HBNUITBM "&Pr:1.nt ... \tCtrl+P" I
HBNUITBM "Print Pre&view'-,










HBNUITBH "CU&t\ tCtrl+X" ,










































































































"Plug Version 1.0" ,IOC STATIC,24,21,11Sl,8,SS NOPUPIX
"OK" ,IDOK,164,18,32,14-;-WS_GROUP -
100 ABOUTBOX DIALOG DIBCARDABLE
STYLE OS HODALFRAHB I WS popup
CAPTION "About plug" -




0, 0, 217, SS
WS CAPTION I WS SYSHBNU
BND
"OK",IOOK,63,65,42,14
"Lines parsed" ,IOC BTATIC,13,14,5Sl,13
IOC BOIT1,81,14,70-;-13,BS AUTOH9CROLL I BS RBADONLY
IDC-BOIT3,81,38,70,13,BS-AUTOBSCROLL I ES RBADONLY
"Nuii1ber of ErrorS",IOC_STATIC,13,38,SSl,13-
100 PARSE OIALOG DISCARDABLE 0,
STYLE OS HODALFRAME I WS POPUP
CAPTION "Parse Results" -










IDC START PROH,10Sl,14,8Sl,12,ES AVTOBSCROLL
IDC-SEARcH FOR,10Sl,37,B9,12,IS-AUTOBSCROLL
"Start" ,IDC START PROCBSSING,6"li,2S2,45,17
"OK",IDOK,122,252-;-45,17
"Strart PrOlll", IDe STARTSTR.ING, 23,18,35,8
"Search For",IDC START8TRING2,23,41 ,36,8
IDC MAX TSRKADS,10Sl,83,BSl,12,IS AVTOH8CROLL
IS RXAoONLY I NOT WS TABSTOP -
IDC TOTAL TERJl.AOS,109,60,BSl,12,ES ADTOBSCROLL
BS REAooNLY I NOT WS TABBTOP -
"Total Threada Used"-;-IDC TOTAL TBRBAD8 LABKL, 23 , 64 , 64 , B
"Max COncurrent Threads"-;-IOC MAx THREADS LABEL,23,S7,79,
S - - -
IOC RUN TIHB,lOSl,106,S9,12,ES AUTOHSCROLL I BS READONLY
NOT-WS TABSTOP - -
"Run Time" ,IDC MAX RUN TIME LAB.EL,23,110,34,e
IDC SENTENCE FOUND,10Sl,129,B9,12,BS AUTOHSCROLL
BS RBAoONLY T NOT WS TABSTOP -
"sentence Pound" ,IDC-SENTENCE FOUND LABBL,23,133,54,B
IDC HUH NODBS,10Sl,152,S9,12,KS AUTOBSCROLL I BS RIADONLY
NOT-WS TABSTOP - -
"Num of Nodes",IDC HUH NOOKS LAB&L,23,156,46,8
IDC HUH SENTBNCBS,109,175,B9-;-12,ES ADTOB8CROLL I
ES REAoONLY I NOT we TABSTOP -
"KUm of sentences", IDe HUH SENTENCES LABEL, 23,179,60, B
IDC HUH SBNTBNTIAL,109-;-19S-;-89,12,ES AuTOBSCROLL I
BS RKAoONLY I NOT WS TABSTOP -
"NUm of Sentential Forms" ,IDC HUH SENTENTIAL LABEL,23,
202 , 7B, 8 - - -
IDC HUH TKRH7NATBO,109,221,SSl,12,KS AUTOBSCROLL















100 PARSE CONTROLS DIALOG OISCARDABLE 0, 0, 224, 286
STYLE OS HODALP'RAHE I WS POPUP WS_CAPTION, I WS_SY8HBNU
CAPTION "Parse controls"-



































VALUE "FileDescription", "plug HFC Application\O"
VALUE "FileVersion", "1, 0, 0, 1\0"
VALUE "InternalName", "pluq\O"
VALUE " LeqalCopyriljJht" , "Copyright (C) 1997\0"
VALUE "OriginalFilename", "plug. EXE\O"
VALUE "ProductName", "plug Application\O"



























































lOR PROCESSTYPE "\nProcess\nP1U9\nPlug Files
(*.txt)\n.txt\nPluq.Document\nPluq Document"




























































"Create a new document\nNew
"
"Open an existing docwaent\nOpen"
'I Close the aotive doouIDent\nClose"
"Save the aotive dooumant\n8ave"
"Save the aotive do~.nt with a n w name\nSave As"
"Change the print.1ng option.\nPage Setup"
"Change the printer and. pr.1nt.1ng options\nPrint Setup"
"Print the aotive docwaent\nPrint"
"Display full page.\nPrint Preview"
"Display prQ9ram int'ormat.1on, vwraion nUlllber and









































































"Switch to the next window pane\nNext Pane"
"Switch back to the previous windoW pane\nPrevi.ous Pane"
"Open another window tor the active document\nNew Window"
"Arrange icons at the bottom ot the window\nArrange Icons"
"Arrange windows so they averlap\nCasoade "i.ndows·
"Arrange wi.ndows as non-overlapping tiles\nTile Windows"
"Arrange windows as non-overlapping tiles\nTile lfindows"
"Split the active window into panes\nSplit"
"Brase the seleotion\nBrase"
"Erase everything\nBrase All"
"COpy the selecti.on and put it on the Clipboard\nCapy"
"Cut the seleotion and put it on the Clipboard\nCut"
"Find the speoified text\nFind"
"Insert Clipboard oontents\nPaste"
"Repeat the last aotion\nRepeat"
"Replace speoifio text with different text\nReplace"
"Select the entire document\nSeleot All"
"Undo the laat action\nUndo"
"Redo the previ.ousl.y undone action\nRedo"
"Show or hic:le the toolbar\nToqqle ToolBar"
"Show or hide the status bar\nTQ9gle StatusBar"
"Change the window size"
"Change the window position"
"Reduce the window to an ioon"
"Enlarge the window to full size"
"Switch to the next doOUD8llt window"
"Switch to the previous document window"
"Close the active window and pr~t. to save the documents"
"Restore the window to normal size"
"Activate Task List·,
"Activate this window"
"Close print previ.ew mocIe\ncancel Preview"
"Process opti.ons dialQ9"
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// Generated from the TEXTINCLUDE 3 resource.
//
.define AFX NO SPLITTER RESOURCES
.c:lefine -AFX-NO-OLE RESoURcEs
'defi.ne -AFX=NO=TRACKER_RESOURCES
// non-Microsoft Visual c++ edited resources
II Standard cOlllPOnent.s
/1 printing/print preview re.sources
-
f:if !definedlAFX RESOURCE OLL) II defined(AFX_TARG ENU)









tendif / / not APSTUDIO INVOKED
PlugEdit.cpp / PlugEdit.h
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This header/implementation file is the MOl View of the guarded CODllllaJ'lds beinq
edited. The HFC class wizard generated these files.
1#if ! definedlAFX PLUGEDIT B 1C905282 4A04 1101 A847 00COD1095F74_INCLUDED_)
tde£ine AP'X_PLUGEoIT_B_1C905282 4A04-1101:A847:00COD1095F74_INCLUDED
1#i£ MSC VE.R >= 1000
ipragma once
tendi£ 1/ MSC VE.R >= 1000
/ / Plu~dit.h -= header file
/1
////////////1////////11//1/1///1/////////////1/1/////11/1//////1///1////111//
I / CP1u~di t View
class CPlu~dit : public CEditView
I
protected:







1/ ClassWizard generated Virtual function overrides
I/{{AFX VIRTUAL(CPluqBdit)
protected:






Virtual void AasertvalidO const;
Virtual void Dump (c:DuIIpContext" del canst;
iendif
/1 Generated message map functions
protected:
l/iiAFX MBG(CPlugEd1tl






// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.







*undef THIS FILE -











BBGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPlugEdit, CEditView)
//({AFX MBG HAP(CPluqEdit)
ON UPDATE cOMMAND UI (10 HENU SYNTAX CSBCJt, onl1pdateHenuSyntaxCheck)




void CPlugEdit: : onoraw (COC* pOC)
(
COocument* pOoc '"' GetDocument() ;
/ / TODO: Oldd draw code here
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// CPlugEdi t diagnostics
tHdef DEBUG
void CPI'ugEdit: :AssertValidO const
(
CEditView::AssertVOllid();






// CPluqEdit message hOlndlers
void CPluqEdit: :onUpdateMenuSyntaxCheck(CClIld1J'I* pCmcSUI)
{





ar); II overridden for document ilo
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This header/implementation file is the HOI doCWDent for the OUarded c~ds being
edited. The KFC class wizard generated these files.
tif !defined(AFX PLUGEDITDOC H 63052408 5APO 1101 A84B OOCOD10gSF74__INCLUOBD_l
'define AFX_PLUGEoITDOC_B__63D524D8 5AFD-1101:AB4B-OOCOD10gSP74__INCLUOID
lif HSC VBR >- 1000
tpragma once
ienc:tif I I MSC VBR >= 1000
II PlugBc:titooc-:"h : header file
II
1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllllllllllillI111I11111111IIIIII1II1
I I CPluqEc:titDoc document
class CPlugEc:ti tDoc : public CDocument
r
protected:


















Virtual void AasertValid () canst;
virtual void D\lq)(CD11JIpCOntext' c1C) canst;
lenc:tif
II Generated mes.age map functions
protected:
I I r {AFX MSG (CPlugEc:ti tDoc)




II Microsoft DeVeloper stuc:tio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
preVious line.






idefine- new DEBUG NEW
tundef THIS FILS -




I I enugEdi. tDoc
II
IKPLBMENT_ DYNCREATl: (CPlugEdi tDoc, CDocument)








CPlugEdi tDoc: : -CPlugEd1tDoc ()
{
~
BEGIN MESSAGE HAP(CP1ugEd1tDoc, CDocument)
- / I { {AFX MBG HAP (CPlugKd.1 tDoc)
~I NiOTZ - the C1assWizard wi11 add and remove mapping macros here.
I/}}AFX MBG HAP
END_ KBSSAGE_ NAPO -
1111111/1/111/1111/1111111///111////1//1///11/11/1111/1/111//111//1111111111/
I I CPlugEdi.tDoc diagnostics
4/ifdef DEBUG
void CplugECUtDoc: :AssertValidO const
{
CDocument: :AssertValidO ;
void CP1ugEdi tDoc: : Dump (CDumpContext& de) const
{





void CPlugECUtDoc: : Serialize (CArchive& ar)
{
«CEdi.tView*)m viewList. GetBeadO) ->SerializeRaw (ar) ;
return; -
11111111////1111//1/11/111111/11/1/1///11111/11111/11//1111111111111111111111
I I CPlugEd1tDoc commands
PlugParallel.cpp I PluqParalle1.h
The PlugParallel files are the main processing routines of the threads. This
routine also builds the derviation tree dUring processing. Search.inq the guarded qriUllllar









































I I Pointer to next thread
I I for
I I Pointer to the retry queue.
I I DOUG flaq
I I Pointer to the qrammar
I I Pointer to the current derivation
II End sentence (search for)
II Pointer to the statistics
I I RuleNum: Guard RulenUlllber
II Production o~~.et in the rulenum

















































II Create a mutex for protecting the statistics class.
II
CMutex aupctateRunninqNumCfalse, STATISTICS, NULL);
II
II Create a mutex for starting threads
II
CHutex HStartThread(false, STARTTBREAD, NULL);
II
II Set the parameters to the thread
II













I I Start the threads
II
Stats.AddThread(1);
AfxBeginThread( PluqThread, (void·) (Parama) I;














The following code will need a little explaination.
The project was written using a dual process pentium II (23 HDZ) process
machine with 64 meg of memory. The computer was ruruung Windows NT version
4 with service pack 4. There s __ to be a l1lD:1.t on the nUJd)er of threads
that a process may run (1600). After this application started 1600+
threads the AfxBegi.nThread stopped starting threads. I"f this application
fails to start thread they are queue on a link list until they can be
retried.
true
IIII Check for end processing. If the processing lock is posted and
II the restart queue is empty then exit this processing. If they are
II threads to be restart then restart them.
if C BProce.singDone.Loc.kClOOO) .... 1
~, RestartQueueParams - NULL ) break;
TRACE (" (llIs: %d) Looking "for threads to restart\n" ,_PILB_,_LINE_) ;
II
II Has processing dropped enough to retry?
II
while ( stats.GetCurThread() < 500 ~~ RestartQUeuePaxams !z NULL)
{
II
II Yes restart the thxead.
II
TRACE (" (\s: %d) Processing restart Queue not
NULL\n", FlLE_,_LINE_);
II






AfxBeginThxead( PluqThread, (void *) (Par~) );
II
II release the processing lock
II
supdateRunningNum.unlock() ;
TRACE(" (%s:\d) Got se.m post\n", FlLE_,_LINE_);
return true;





















Number of Guard Productions;
- - -StopThread • ~alse;
Params (ThreadParameters .) p;
IIII Open the statiatics update handl.e
II
CMUtex supdateBandl.e(false, STATISTICS, NULL);
II
II Are we starting the process?
II
if (Params->RuleNum -= -1 ~~
Parama->GuardOffset == -1 ,&








IIII Get the parent character string.
II
temp = Params->Parent->Get String();
if ( Params->g->scanProduction(teD;),
Character String to scan
II Current
II The new character strinq (after rule is applied)
II Which rule nUlllber in the qraDDar




) - -1 )
II
II Since the guard said that this character string should
I I be found in the current sentential form this return
II code should not happen.
II
TRACE (" (%s: %d) logic error\n" ,_l"ILE_,_LINB_) ;
eXit(1);
if ( Params->DEBUG ) cout « " ScanProduction input r" « temp
« "J output [" « NewCharString
« "J" « endl;
II
I I Allocate the new sentential form for the new aentiatial form
II
NewSententialForm new SententialForm(NewCharString) ;
II










II Get the current level of the old node.
II
j = Params->Parent->Get_Level() + 1;
/1
II Longer than termination string?
II





II Allocate the new derivation and add it the the tree.
II
NewDerivation = new DerivationC*NewgententialPorm, j);
Params->Parent->Add_Child(*NewDerivation, Params->ParentIndex);











I I Scan each rule in the grallllll&r. Check each sentential form to see
I I if it contain the guard?
II
if ! StopThread) I I should the processing stop on the branch?
(






Number of Guard Productions
>NumBuardProduct1ons(RuleNum)-;
II
II scan the rules for productions
II
temp z NewDer1vation->Get_Strinq{) ;
if ( Params->oEBUG ) cout « "
RuleNum
ScanOUOlrdP'orHatch RuleNum [" «
« "J
[" « temp « "1" « end.l; « "1 CUrrent str1nq
II





if ( Params->OEBUG) cout« "Starting" «
Number of Guard Productions « .' children" « end.l;
II
I I start the number of threads tor this guarded command,
II
NewOerivat1on->SetMax(Number of Guard Productions) ;
for (1 = 0; i< Number of OUard Productions; i++) {II - - -
I I set the parameters to the threOld
II
NextParams = new (ThreadParameters);











if AfxBeqinThreOld( PlugThread, (void *) (NextParama»
NULL )
queue
number of threads running.
II
II The thread failed to start add it to the restart
II
BUpdateBand.le. Lock (INFINITE) ;
Params->PS,tats->OelThreOld(l) ; I I correct the
II










// Update the number of threads
//
if ( Params->DEBUG ) cout « "Terminating self" « endl;
~teEandle.Lock(IHFINITB);
if (Params->PStats->DeIThread{l» ~ 0
i
TRACB("(%s:%d) Posting Done\n", FILE • LINE );
// - -- -
/ / No more threads post main thread to terminate
//








This is the dialog that is dillPlayed to show the results of parsing the guarded
grammar statements and the grammar definition used by this project. The MPC class wizard
generated the files.
fif !defined(AFX PLUGPARSEDIALOG B 59C07091 9SBl 1101 A872 00COD1095F74_INCLUDEO_)
'define AFX_PLUGPARSKDIALOG_B_5acD1091_9SB1:1101:A872:00CODl095F74_INCLUDID
fif MSC VIR >- 1000
Itpraqma 'Onoe
tlendif /1 HaC vu. >c: 1000








CPlugParseDialog(CWnd* pParent a NULL) ;
/1 Di.alog Data
I/{{AFX OATA(CPluqParseDialog)






// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
II{{AFX VlRTUAL{CPluqParseDialog)
protected:




II Generated message map functions





























void CPlugParseD1alog: :DoDataJUtchange (CDataExchanqe* POX)
{
CDialog: : DoDataExcha.ng:e (pOX) ;
II{{AFX DA7A MAP(CPlugparseDialoq)
OOX Text (pOX-:- IDC WIT1, m Num1ines) ;
OOX-Text(pOX, IOC-WIT3, m-NumErrors);
II)TAFX_DATA_MAP - -
BEGIN MESSAGE MAP (CPlugParseDialog, CDialoq)









These header/implementation files are the HOI view of the parse results. The HFC
90
class w~zard generated the ~~les.
*~f !defined(APX PLUOPARSBOUT H 57192RBB 90RB 11D1 AB6A 00COD109SF74 INCLUDKO_'
tdenne APX_PLUOPARSBOUT_H_S'llUBBB_90RB:UD1:AB6A:00COD109SF74_INcUiDKO
lif HSC VER >= 1000
tpragiua once
lendif / / HSC VER >= 1000




class CPlugParseout : publ~c CScrollV~ew
(
protected:







II ClassW~zard generated virtual function overr~des
II{{APX VIRTUAL(CPlugParseout)
protected:
virtual void OnDraw(CDC* pOC) ; // overridden to draw this view






~rtual vo~d AssertVal~d() const;
virtual void Dump(CDumpContext~ de) const;
iendif
1/ Generated message map funct~ons
//({AFX HSG(CPlugParseout)






/1 Microsoft Developer Studio w~ll insert additional declarat~on. ~mmediately before the
previous line.









tdefine- new DEBUG NEW
fundef THIS FILE -











BEGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPlugProeessOUt, CSerollV1ew)
- / /{ (AFX HSG HAP(CPluqProcellsout)
1/ NOTE - the ClassW1zard w1ll add and remc:nre mapp1ng macros here.




void CPluqProeessout: : OnInitialUpdate(}
(
CScrollV1ew::OnInit1alUpdate();
CScrollView: : OnlnitialUpdate() ;
CSize sizeTotal(11~20, 1~120);
CSize s1zePage(s1zeTotal.cx / 2,
s1zeTotal.cy / 2);
CSize s1zeLine(s1zeTotal.cx / 100,
s1zeTotal.cy / 100);
S.etScrollS1zes (HK_TEXT, sizeTotal, sizePage, sizeL1ne);
void CPlugProcessout::OnDraw(CDC* pDC)
(
/ /CDocument* pOoe = GetDocument 0 ;
/ / TOCO: add draw code here
CPlugProcessoutDoe* pOoe;
pDoc = (CPlugProcessOUtDoe.) GetDocument () ;
CReet rc;
int 1 = 0;










// Place all record on the screen.
// need to calculate the location of each l1ne.
//
for ( 1 = 0; 1 < pDoe->Document Data.GetSlze(); 1++){ -
temp == i * (tm. tlIlBelght+tm. tIIlExternalLeading) ;
















// CPlugProcessout message handlers
PlugParseOUtDoc.cpp / PlugParseoutDoc.h
These header/implementation files are the HOI document containing the parse
results. The MFC class wizard generated the files.
tif !defined(AFX PLUGPROCBSSOUTDOC B 6C48DBDF ClaD 1101 SPSS OOCOD10gSP74 INCLUDED)
fdefine AFX_PLUGPROCBSSOUTDOC_B__6C4~BDP_Cl8D=11D1=apS8=00COD10g5P74__INcLUoED_ -
lif HSC VKR >- 1000
tpra'9ma once
lendif I I HSC VBR >- 1000




class CPlugProcessOUtDoc : public CDocument
{
protected:








// Clas.Wizard generated virtual function overrides
/I{{AFX VIRTUAL(CPluqProcessOUtDoc)
public:-
virtual void Serialize (CArchive~ ar); / I overridden for document i/O
protected:






"V1.rtual void AallertValidO const;
virtual void Dump (CDumpContext& de) const;
4tendif
// Generated message map functi.ons
protected:
I/{{AFX HSG(CPlugProcessOUtDoc)





/ / {{AF'X INSERT LOCATION};
// Microsoft D~oper Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
prev1.ous line.
'endif / /
!deUned(AF'X_PLUGPROCESSOU'l'DOC_R_5C48DBDF C18D 11.D1 8F88 OOCOD109SF74_INCLUD:&D_)
// PlugProcessOutDoc.cpp : implementation file
//














BOOL CPluqProcessOUtDoc: : OnNewOocument()
{






BEGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPluqProcessOutDoc, CDccument)
II{{APX HSG MAR(CPluqProoessOUtDoc)
"7/ NlOTE - the Clas.Wizard vill add and remove mapping macros here.








void CPlugProcea.OutDoc::Dump(CDumpOontext, de) canst
(













/ / TOOO: add J.oading code here
-94
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/ / CPluqProceaSOUtDoc commands
PlugProcesaout.cpp / PluqProcessOUt.h
These header/illlplementati.on files are the MDI Vi_ of resulb of the derivation
processing. The KFC class wi.zard generated. the files.
'if !defined.(AFX PLUGPROCESSOUT B 6C48DBOE C1BD 1101 BF8B OOCOD109SF74 INCLUDED)
tdefine AFX PLUGPROCBSSOUT_B__6C4BDBDE_C1BD:1101:BF88:00COD109SF74__INCLUDaD_ -
tif HSC VKR >= 1000
tpra9ma once
fendif / / HSC VER >= 1000
// PlugProcessOut.h : header file
//
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
/ / CPlugProcessout view
class CPlugProcessout : public CScrollView
(
protected:







// Clasgwizard generated Virtual funotion overri.des
//{{AFX VIRTUAL(CPluqProces.OUt)
proteoted:
virtual void OnDraw (CDC* pOC); / / overridden to draw this View






"Virtual void Aa_rtValidO conat;
Virtual void Dump(CDumpContext& de) conat;
tendif
// Generated message map functions
//iiAFX HBG(CPlugProce.aout)






1/ Microsoft Developer studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.
'endif // !defined(AFX_PLUGPROCESSOUT H 6C48DBDB CIBD 1101 SF8S OOCODI09~F74__INCLUDED_)






















BEGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPlugProcessout, CScrollV1ew)
- // {{Aft HSG HAP (CPluqprocessout)










CSize sizePage(s1zeTotal.cx / 2,
sizeTotal.cy / 2);
CS1ze sizeLine(s1zeTotal.cx / 100,
sizeTotal. cy / 100) ;
SetScrollsizes(MM_TEXT, sizeTotal, sizePage, sizeL1ne);
void CPlugProcessOUt: : OnDraw(CDC* pOC)
(
/ICDocument* pOoc = GetDocument();
1/ TOOO: add draw code here
CPlugProcessOUtDoc* pOoc;
pOoc = (CPlugProcessOUtDoc*) GetDocument();
CRect rc;
int 1 = 0;










/ / Place all record on the screen.
// need to calculate the location of each l1ne.
1/
for ( .1 = 0; i < pOoc->Document_oata. GetS1ze (); 1++)
95
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temp = i ., (tID. tmBeight+tID. tmExternalLeading) ;














// CPlugProcessOUt message handlers
PlugProcesSOUtDoc.cpp / PlugProcessOUtDoc.h
These header/implementation files are the HOI document containing the processing
results. The MFC class wizard generated the files.
#if !defined(AFX PLUGPROCESSOUTDOC H 6C4BDBDF CIBD 1101 8F88 00CODI095F74__INCLUDBD_)
'define AFX_PLUGPROCESSOUTDOC_H__6C48DBDF CIBD:llDI-BFBB-00COD109SF74_INCLUDBD
*if MSC VJlR >= 1000
4fpra'9ma once
fendif / / HSC VER >= 1000




class CPlugProcessOUtDoc : public CDocument
(
protected:








// ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
//({AFX VTRTUAL(CPlugProcessOUtDoc)
publiC:-
virtual void Serialize(CArchive& ar); / / overridden for document 1/0
protected:




virtual -cPlugProcessoutDoc () ;
hfdef DEBUG
Virtual void AssertVal1dO const;
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virtual void Dump (CDumpContext' de) const;
iendif
// Generated message map functions
protected:
//{{AFX HSG(CPluqProcessOUtDoc)





// Microsoft Developer studio will insert additional declarations i.-d1ately before the
previous line.
iendif //
!defined(AFX_PLUGPROCESSOUTDOC_H__6C48DBDF C18D llDl SFSS OOCOD1095F74__INCLUDBD_)



















if (I CDocument: : onNewDocument () )
return FALSE;
return TRUE;
CPl.ugProcessOUtDoc: : ~CPlugProcessoutDoc 0
{
)
BEGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPlugProcessOUtDoc, CDocument)
- / / {{AF>c MBG HAP (CPlugProcessOUtDoc)
~/ ~OTE - the Cla.sWizard wil.l add and remove mapping macros here.





void cpIuqProcessOUtDoc: :Assertvalid() const
{
CDocument::Assertvalidl);



















The statistics class is used to collect basic statistics about the derivation
proces. The statistics collected are related to thread uaage during the derivation
proceas. These statistics include max, total and a flag to indicate if the derivation path




/1 Tbe statistics class is used to report some basic statistics for the processing.
/1 The statistics report on the max/total/curr threads used. Additionally they will









/ / HaJt threads in use
/ / CUrrent number of threads being run
/1 Total number of threads started.
/ / Flag to indicate that the search sentence
// derivation was found.
/1











/ I Return the current number of threads in use.
int GetCUrThread(void) { return CUrThreada; •
//
II Hark the search sentence as found.
1/
voi.d Found (void) ;
1/
II OUtput the statistics.
II
void GetStats (int ~, int "Total, int 'Found);
friend ostream& operator« (ostreamG out, Statistics ,.);
} ;
lendif







.define- new DEBUG NEW


















II Return the statistics for the thread counts
II
void
Statistics: : Getstats(int &Hax, int 'Total, int 'Pound)
(









TRACE(" (ts:td) CUrThreads td + td\n" ,_P'ILE_,_LlNE_,CUrThreads,n);
CUrThreada+=n; I I increment the nWllber of threads in use.
II Correct the Max concurrent threads if necessary
if (MaxThreads < CUrThreact.-) MaxThreada = CUrThreads;
TotalThreads+=n; II Adjust the total nwaber of threads started.
return CUrThreads; II return the current number of threads in use.
II








// Make sure and return zero of the number of threads in use is
// zero of less (safety check)
//
if (CUrThreads <= 0 )
{
TRACE(" (%s: %d) CUrThreads O\n" ,_FILE_,_LINE ,curThreads, n);
return 0;
//











// If the application is a console the overload output operator can be used.
//
ostream'
operator« (ostream' out, Statistics's)
(
out « "Max current threads: " « s.KaxThreads « end!
« "Total current threads: " « s.TotalThreads « endl
« "Found: ,. « s.WasFound « end!;
return out;
PlugTreeView.cpp / PluqTreeView.h
These header/illplementation files are the HOI doCUlllent containing a tree view of
the processing results. The HFC class wizard generated the files.
'if ldefined(APX PLUOTRBEVIEW B 2B1B6405 C404 1101 epeE 00COD1095F74__INCLUDED_)
'define APX_PLUGTREBVIEW_B__2B1B640S_C4D4:1101:eF8E:OOCOD109SF74__INCLUDED
tif HSC VER >= 1000
Ipra'9Jpa once
'endif // HSC VER >- 1000




class CPlugTreeView : public CTreeView
{
protected:









II ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
II{{AFX VIRTUAL(CP1UgTreeView)
public:-
vi.rtual void Onlnitial.update 0 ;
protected:
vi.rtual void onoraw (CDC. pOC) ; / / overridden to draw this vi.ew






V:1rtual void AssertValidO const;
virtual void Dump(CD~ntext& de) const;
jj:endif
// Generated message map functions
protected:
II{{AFX HSG(CPlugTreeView)






















fundef THIS FILE -











if (CIL) delete CIL;
B.EGIN MESSAGE MAP (CPlugTreeView, CTreeView)
- / I {(AFX HSG MAP (CplUgTreeV:1.ew)








vo1d CPluqTreeView: : OnDraw (CDC* pOC)
{
CDocument* pDoc "" GetDocument 0 ;




void CPluqTreeView: :A.ssertValidO canst
(
CTreeView::AssertValid();
void CPluqTreeView: :Dump(CDumpContext~ dc) const
{




// CPluqTreeView message handlers
extern Derivation *Root;
extern char *Reverse;
vo1d CPluqTreeView: : Onln1t1alUpdate()
(
int Cont offset, stop offset, Term_offset;




// Obtain the tree control pointer.
//
CTreeCtrl &m_ctlTreeCtrl = GetTreectrl();
//




/ / Create a new image list to be used by this tree View
//
CIL = new CImageList();
CIL->create(16, 16, O/*bMask*/, 0, 8);
//










/ / Create a de~ault tree View structure.
//
tvstruct.hParent = NULL;
tvstruct. hlnsertAfter =, TVI SORT;
~truct.1tem.1Image= Cont-offset;
tvstruct. ltem. 18electedcrmage = Cont offset;
~truct.item.pszText- "<null>"; -




II Call the appropriate view routines. (forward/backward)
II

















/1 TODO: Add your specialized code here andlor call the base class
cs.style 1= TVS_BASLlNES I TVS_LlNESATROOT; II set the style of the tree
return CTreeView::PreCreateWindow(cs);
PlugTreeViewDoc.cpp I PlugTreeViewDoc.h
These header/illlplementation files are the HOI document containing a tree view
document for the processing processing results. The KFC class wizard generates the files.
fif Idefined(AFX PLUGTRBBVIZWDOC S 2B1B6406 C404 1101 9P9E 00CODI095F74__INCLUDEO_)
fdefine AFX_PLUGTRBEVIBWDOC~__2BIB6406_C4D4=11Dl=9F9E:00COD1095F74__INCLUDED
tif MSC VER >- 1000
fpragma once
tendif I I MSC VER >= 1000
II PlugTreeViewDoc.h : header file
II
/1/////1//////////////11/11/1//////////////////1/////////////////////////////
/ / CPlugTreeViewDoc document
class CPlugTreeViewDoc : public CDocument
{
protected:







/1 ClassWizard generated virtual function overrides
/I{{AFX VIRTUAL(CPlugTreeViewDoc)
public:-
virtual void Serialize(CArchive& ar); I I OW!rridden for document 1/0
protected:







Virtual void AasertValidO const;
virt'Ual. void D'Ump(CDumpContext' de) co~st;
jendif
I ;
// Generated message map functions
protected:
//({AFX MBG(CPlugTreeV1ewDoc)
-;/ NOTE - the Cla.SWizard will
/ /}}AFX MBG
DBCLARB=MJlSSAGE_ HAP ()
add and remove -..ber funotions here.
/ / {{AFX INSERT LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer Studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous l.ine.













IMPLEMENT_ DYNCREATE (CPlugTreeViewDoc, CDocument)











BEGIN MESSAGE HAP (CPlugTreeViewDoc, CDoaument)
- /1 HAFX MBG MAP(CPlugTreeViewDoc)






void CpTugTreeViewDoc: :AssextVa11dO conat
(
CDocument::AssertValid() ;
void CPlugTreeV1ewDoc: :D'Ump(CDumpContext' de) const
{
















The SententialForm class is an extension of the CharString class. This class is
used to hold a sentential form of a grammar. A sentential form is included as a ~r










// The sententialform is a class that is used to desribe a sentential form of a
// qr~r. ManY' of the methods of this cla.s are used to detmerine the status of
// this sentential form of the grammar.
//







// flag indicating that this is a sentence
// flag indicating that the derivation proces.
// wa.s terminated for this
//




SententialForm(const CharString .s} ;
-sententialFOrm();
//
// Methods used to set/get the sentence flag of this sentential form
//
int isASentence(void) { return Sentence; };
voi.d i.aASentence lint i) { Sentence - i; return;
//
/ / Methods used to set/get the terminated flag of this sentential form
//
int WasTerminated(void} { return LengthTerminated: }
void Terminated(void) { LengthTerminated = true; return; )
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//
// Used to overload the '=' operator for assigning
//
SententialFormG operators (const CharStr1ng G.) { CharString: :operator-(s); return
*this; }
//
// overload the output operator
//
friend ostreamG operator« (ostream_ out, Sentent1alForm Ga);
};
lendif
// Sentent1alForm.cpp: implementation of the SententialForm class.
//
//11/11/1///1////1//1//11//1////11111/////////////////1///////////////
// The following needs to be commented for conaole application
linclude "stdafx. h"




















// Construction/Destruction (call the base class constructors)
///////11/////////1//1///////////////////11/////////////////1////////1
SententialForm::sententialForm(int n) : CharString(n)
{




Sentence = LengthTerminated c false;
CharString(s)
}
SententialForm: :SententialForm(const CharString GS)
{





// Dvez:load '« I operator. The'«' operator will print the string atr.
//
ostream.&
operator« (ostream Gout, SententialForm Ga)
{
out « (CharStrin9) s;
return out;
...
// Exclude rarely-used stuff from Windows headers
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StdAfx.cpp / StdAfx.h
These header/implementation files are the generated by class wiza,rd for KI'C
application.
// stdafx.h : include file for standard system include files,
// or project specific include files that are used frequently, but
// are changed infrequently
//
lif !defined(AFX STDAFX B E69048FA 4843 1101 AB4S 00OO0109SF74 INCLUDED)
Idefine AFX_STDAFx_B_E69048FA 4843-1101-AB4S-0000D109SF74_INCLUOED_
lif MSC VER >- 1000
tpra"9ma once
lendi.f // MSC VER >c= 1000
ldefine VC_EXTRALEAN
*include <afxwin.h> // HFC core and standard components
'include <afxext.h> // HFC extensions
*ifndef AFX NO AFXCMN SUPPORT
*include-<afxcmn.h> - // HFC support for Windows Common Controls
*endif / / AFX NO AFXCMN SUPPORT
/ / {{AFX INSERT LOCATION}}
// Microsoft Developer studio will insert additional declarations immediately before the
previous line.
*endif // ldefined(AFX_STDAFX B B69048FA 4843 1101 AB4S 00C00109SF74_INCLUDBD_)
/ / stdafx. cpp : source file that includes just the standard include.
// plug.pch will be the pre-compiled header
// stdafx.Obj will contain the pre-compiled type information
'inclUde "stdafx.h'·
List.h
This List template i. used to generate a dynamically sizing array. This template
class is used to implement dynamic sized arrays for the derivations, and sententialfo~
classes. Operati.ons include methods to add, and retrieve members from the array. When an
add to the listarray exceeds the current max, the array is resized to allow for additional
members.
// ListArray.h: interface for the ListArray class.
//
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
lif tdefined(AFX ListArray B 09C976F7 2260 1101 ABOD OOCOD109SF74 INCLUDBD_)
ldefine AFX ListArray_B_OgC'§'f6F7_2260=llDl=ABOD=00COD109SF74_INCLUDED_
lif HSC VER >c= 1000
Ipragma once










'define LIST ARRAY INCREASE BY 10
temp.late <class T>-class ListArray
{
protected:
T **TheListArray; // pointer to the list
int MaxEntries; // number of entries i.n the list (max)
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public:






// expand the list (array)
//
// List array operators
//
int Put(T &1, int offset) ;
T* Get(int offset) ;
int SetMax(int n) ;
void print 0 ;
// Put an entry
// Get an entry
// Set the max entries






// Print the list array to stdout
1/
template <class T> void ListArray<T>::print()
{
int i;
cout« "----Liat Array: ";
for ( i = 0; i < KaxEntries; i++)




// Constructor for the liatarray.
//




TheListArray = new (T * [KaxEntries) ;
assert (TheListArray) ;
for ( i = 0; i < MaxBntries; i++)
TheListArray[i) = (T *) NULL;
/ / set the max ,entries
// ~locate the list array
/ / did it allocate
// Make sure each is NULL
//
// destructor for the listarray.
//





1/ Put an entry in the 11st array.
1/
template <class T> 1nt L1stArray<T>::PutIT ~l, 1nt offset)
I
1f ( offset < 0 ) return false; II return a false entry of the offset 1s ne<J
if ( offset >= MaxEntr1es ) Expand (offset), ; II if the offset is larqe.r than
II the current max expand.
TheL1stArray [offset] ~l; II add the entry
return true;
/1
II Put an entry 1n the list array.
II




II Set the max
II
II Get an entry from the list array at 1ndex offset
/1
template <class T> T* L1stArray<T>::Get(1nt offset)
{
1f ( offset < 0 II offset >= HaxBntr1es ) return (T *J NULL;
return TheL1stArray[offset];
II
II Expand the 11st array size.
II




int NeWMaxBntr1es = KaxEntries;
while ( (NewMaxEntries+=LIST ARRAY_INCR&ASE_BY) < j );
II
II save the old pointer and allocate the new listarray
II
Temp = The.Li. 81 tArray ;
TheListArray = new (T *[NewMaxEntries]);
assert(TheL1stArray);
II
II Null all entries
II
for (i 0; 1 < NewMaxEntries; 1++ )
TheListArray[1] = (T *) NULL;
II
II Copy all children from old to new po1nter
II
for ( 1 = 0; i < MaxEntries; 1++)
TheListArray[1] = Temp[i];
Temp [1] = (T *) NULL;









The KFC class wizard generated the file for resouce definitions.
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I I Next default values fo.r new ah~ects
II
#hfdef APSTUDIO INVOKED
#hfndef APSTUDIO RBADONLY SYMBOLS
'define APS 3D CoNTROLS -


















































The KFC class wizard generated the file for resouce definitions.
II
// PLUG. RC2 - resources Microsoft Visual c++ does not edit directly
//
hfdef APSTUDIO IWOlQU)
ferror this file is not editable by Microsoft Visual c++
tendif / /APSTUDIO_IWOlQU)
///////////////11/11/111///////1//////////////1//1//1//1///////1//1/1/1111//1
// Add manually edi ted resources here ...
//1///1//////111/////11/1/11////////////1/1///1////11///////1//////1//1///1//
Plug. malt
The maltefile for the project.
f Miorosoft Developer studio Generated NHAKE File, Based on plug.dsp
! IF "$ (CFG)" = ",-
CFG=plug - Win32 Debug
'MESSAGE No configuration specified. Defaulting to plug - Win32 Debug.
lENOIE
!IF "$(CFG)" != "plug - Win32 Release" "" "$ (CFG)" != "plug - W1n32 Debug"
!MESSAGE Invalid configuration "$ (CFG) ., 8pecified.
!MESSAGE You can specify a configuration when running NHAKE
! MESSAGE by defining the macro CFG on the coumand line. For example:
!MESSAGE
!MESSAGE NMAKE /f "plug.mak" CFG="plug - Win32 Debug"
!MESSAGE
!KBSSAGB Poss~le choices for configuration are:
!MESSAGE
'MESSAGE "plug - Win32 Release'- (based on "W1n32 (x86) Application" I
'MESSAGE "plug - Win32 Debug" (based on "W1n32 (x86) Application")
!MESSAGE















* End Custom Hacros
! IF ., $ (RECtJRSE)" -= "0"
ALL "$ (OUTDIR) \plug. exe"
!ELSE
ALL : "$ (OUTDIR) \plug. exe"
!ENOIF
CLEAN :




-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \HainPrm. obj"
-@erase "$ {INTDIRI \Parsecontrols. obj ,.
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\plug.obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\plug.res"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PluqZlti t. abj"
-@erase "$ (INTDI.R) \PlugBd1tDoc. abj"
-@era.ae "$ (IN"l'DIR) \PlugPan.llel. abj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\PlugParseDialoq.abj"
-@eraae "$(INTDIR)\PlugParseout.Obj~
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugparseoutDoc. Obj"
-@era.ae "$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessout. Obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUtDoc. Obj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\PlugSbtistics.Obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeView. obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeViewDoc. obj"
-@era.ae "$ (INTDIR) \Sententi&lForm. obj ,.
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\StdAfx.abj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\vc!50.idb"
-@erase "$ (OUTDIR) \plug. exe"
" $ (OUTDIR) ,. :
if not eJd.st "$(OUTDIR)/$(NULL)" mltd.i.r "$(OUTDIR)"
CPP-cl.exe
CPP PROJ=/noloqo lHOd 1M3 ICJX 102 ID "WIN32" ID "NDBBUG" ID ,. WINDOWS" 10\
" AlrxDLL" IPP"$(INTDIR)\Plug.pch" IYu"stdafx.h" IFo"o$(INTDIR)\\"\




























MTL PROJ=/nologo ID "NDBBUG" llIIlttypl1.b203 10 NUL Iwin32
RSo;rc.exe





LINK32 FLAGs=jnoloqo lsubsystem:w1ndaws lincremental:no\
Ipdb:"$ (OUTDIR) \plug.pdb'· lmachine: 1386 lout:" $ (OUTDIR) \pluq.exe"
LINK32 OBJS= \
- "$ (INTDIR) \CharString. Obj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \ChlldJ'rm. Obj" \
"$(INTDIR)\Derivation.abj" \
"$(INTDIR)\qraaur.abj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \Ha1nFrm.obj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \Parsecontrols. obj" \
, $ (INTDIR) \plug. abj I' \
"$(INTDIR)\pluq.reB" \
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"$ (INTDIR) \PlugBd1t. obj" \
"$(INTDIR)\PlugBd1tDoc.obj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \PlugParallel. obj" \









"$(INTDIR) \StdAfx. obj "
"o$(OUTDIR)\plug.exe" : "$(OUTDIR)" $ (DEF_PlLE) $ (LINJt32_0BJS)
$ (LINK32) @«
o$(LINK32 FLAGS) $ (LINK32_0BJS)
« -
!ELSEIF "$(CFG) ". ' "plug - Win32 Debug"
OUTDIR=. \Debug
INTDIR=. \Debug
* Begin CUstom Macros
OUW.1 r= . \Debug
* Bnd CUstom Macros
'IF "o$(RECURSE)"= "0"
ALL "$ (OUTDIR) \plug. exe" ., $ (OUTDIR) \plug .bsc"
!ELSE
ALL : "$ (OUTDIR) \plug. exe" "$ (OUTOIR) \plug. bsc"
!ENOIP
CLEAN :
-@erase "$(INTDIR) \CharString .obj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\CharString.sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \Ch1ldFrm. Obj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\ChildFrm . .sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \Derivation. obj ,.
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\Derivation.lIbr"
-@erase ,. $ (INTDIR) \grammar. obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \grammar. sbr"
-@erase "o$(INTDIR)\HainFrm.obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \HainFrm. sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \Parsecontrols, obj"
-@erase ., $ (INTDIR) \Parsecontrols. sbr"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\plug.obj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\Plug.pch"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \plug. res"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \plug. sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugBd1t.obj"
-@erase "$(INTOIR)\PlugBd1t.lIl:lr"
-@erase ".$ (INTDIR) \PlugBd1Woc. obj"





-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseout. obj"
-@erase "o$(INTDIR)\PlugParseout.sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseoutDoc. obj"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\PlugParseoutDoc.sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcesaOUt. obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessout .lIl:lr"
-@erase ., $ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUtDoc. obj ,.
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUtDoc. sbr"
-@erase "S(INTDIR)\PlugStatist:1ca.Obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \PlugStatistics. sbr"
-@erase "$ (INTOIR) \PlUgTreeView. obj"
-@erase "o$(INTDIR)\PlugTreeView.sbr"
-@erase "o$(INTOIR)\PlugTreeViewPoc.obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \P:LugTreeViewDoc. sbr"
-@eraae "$ (INTDIR) \SententialPorm. obj"
-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \SententialForm. sbr"
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-@erase "$ (INTDIR) \StdAfx.obj."
-@erase ".$ (INTDIR) \StdAfX. sbr"
-@erase "$(INTDIR)\vc50.idb"





., $ (OUTOIR)" ;
if not exist "$ (OUTOIR) /$ (NULL)" m1td:i.r "$ (OUTDIR) "
Cl'P=el . exe
CPP PROJ=/nologo /HDd /W3 /Gm /ax /Z1 /Od /0 "WIN32" /0 ,. DEBUG" /D ., WINDOWS"\
/D-" AFXDLL" /PR".$ (INTDIR) \\" /Fp" $ (INTDIR) \plug .pch" /Yu" stdafx. h"\-




























M'l'L PROJ=/nologo /D "_DEBUG" /mIttyplib203 /0 NUL /w1n32
RSC=rc.exe




- "$ (INTDIR) \CharStr1ng. sbr" \
,. $ (INTDIR) \ChildFrm. sbr" \
., $ (INTDIR) \Derivation. sbr" \
"o$(INTDIR)\grilDllar.sbr" \
., $ (INTDIR) \HainFrm. sbr" \
., $ (INTDIR) \Parsecontrols. sbr" \
"$ (INTDIR) \plug. sbr" \
,. $ (INTDIR) \PluqBd1t. sbr" \




., $ (INTDIR) \PlugParseoutDoc. sbr" \
"$(INTDIR)\PlugProcessOUt.sbr" \
"$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcess.OUtDoc. sbr" \
"$(INTDIR)\PlugStatistics.sbr" \
,. $ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeView. sbr" \
!' $ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeViewDoc. sbr" \
"o$(INTDIR)\Sentent1alForm.sbr" \
"o$(INTDIR)\StdAfx.sbr"
n $ (OUTOIR) \plug .bsc" : ,. $ (OUTDIR)!' $ (BSC32_SBRS)
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$ (BSC32) ~«




/pdb: "$(OUTDIR) \Plug .pdb" /debug /mach1ne: 1386 lout:"$ (OUTDIR) \pluq. exe" \
Ipdbtype: sept
LINK32 OBJS=· \
- "$ (INTDIR) \Charstr1ng. OOj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \ChildFrm.OOj" \
,. $ (INTDIR) \Derivation.OOj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \grammar.obj'· \
"$ (INTDIR) \Ma1nFrm. obj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \Parsecontrols.OOj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \plug. obj" \
"$(INTDIR)\plug.res" \
"S (INTDIR) \PlugEdi t. obj" \









"$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeViewDoe. obj" \
"$ (INTDIR) \SententialForm. 00:)" \
"$(INTDIR)\StdAfx.obj"
"$(OUTDIR)\plug.exe" : "$(OUTDIR)" $ (DBF_FILE) $ (LINK32_0BJS)
$ (LINK32) @«








'IF "$(CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
'plug - Win32 Debug"
"$ (INTDIR) \Charstring.obj" : $ (SOURCE) $(DBP_CPP CHARS) "$ (INTDIR) "\
"$ (INTDIR) \plug.pch"
I ELSEIF "$ (CFG) " ..... "plug - Win32 Debug"
., $ (INTDIR) \CharString. obj" "$ (INTDIR) \CharStr1ng. sbr"






!IF "$(CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
$ (SOURCE) \
"$ (INTDIR) \Chi1.dFrm. obj"
"$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!ELSEIF "$(CFG)" = "plug - W1n32 Debug"
., $ (INTDIR) \ChildFrm. OOj" "$ (INTDIR) \ChildFrm. abr"
"$(INTDIR) ,. "$ (INTDIR) \plug.pcb"
!ENDIF
SOURCB=.\Derivation.cpp









$ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_DBRIV) " $ (INTDIR) "\





". \SententialForm. h" \
"$ (INTDIR) \Der1vat1on.obj" "$ (INTDIR) \Der1vation. abr"
$ (DEP_CPP_DBRIV) ., $ (INTDIR) ,. "o$(INTDIR) \plug.pch"
!ENDIF
SOURCE=. \graJlllllar. cpp






" $ (INTDIR) \grammar. obj"
"$(INTDIR)\plug.pch"
!ELSBIF "$(CFG)" == "plug - Wi.n32 Debug"
DBP CPP GRAHM=\
"" . \Charstr1ng. hOI \
".\Gr~r.h"\
". \L1st.h"\
" $ (INTDIR) \grammar. obj" " $ (INTDIR) \grammar . abr"






!IF "o$(CPa)" == "plug - W1n32 Release"
"$ (INTDIR) \MainFrm.obj" : $ (SOURCB) o$(DBP_CPP MAINF) "$ (INTDIR) "\
"o$(INTDIR)\Plug.pch"
!ELS:BIF "$ (CPG) " ..- "plug - "'1n32 Debug"
., $ (INTDIR) \Ha.1nFrm.abj" "$ (INTDIR) \HainFrm. sbr"
,. $ (INTDIR)" ., $ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!BNDIF
SOURCB=.\Parsecontrols.cpp
'IF "$(cpG)" == "plug - Win32 Release"
DEP CPP PARSE:\




" . \ Parsecontrols . h ,. \
".\plug.h"\
".\PlugParallel.h"\
















" . \Plugparallel. h" \
,.. \PlugProcessOUtDoc. b" \
". \PlugStatistics.b"\
".\PlugTreeView.h"\
., . \PlugTreeViewDoc. h" \
".\SententialForm.h"\
"$ (INTDIR) \ParsBControls. ol:>j " "$(INTDIR)\ParsBControla.llbr"
$ (DEP_CPP_PARSE) "$ (INTDIR)" ., $ (INTDIR) \plug. pcb"
'ENDIF
SOURCE=. \plug. cpp
! IF "$ (CPG)" == "plug - Win32 Release"














" . \PlugProcessout. h" \
". \PlugProcessOUtDoc.h"\




"$ (INTDIR) \plug. obj ,. : $ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_PLOO_) n$(INTDIR)"\
"$ (INTDIR) \plug . pcb"
!ELSEIF "$(CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Debug"
DEP CPP PLUG =\













" . \PluqProcessout. b" \
". \PluqProcessOUtDoc.h"\




"$ (INTDIR) \plug.ob::l" "$ (INTDIR) \plug. sbr"
"$ (INTDIR)" "$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
'ENDIF
SOURCE=.\pluq.rc
DEP RSC PLUG RF'\
- ". \res\cont.ico"\
,.. \res\plug .ico" \
".\res\plug.rc2"\
" . \res\plugDoc . i co" \
., . \res\stop. ico" \
".\res\term.ico"\
". \res\Toolbar.bmp"\
"$ (INTDIR) \plug. res" : $ (SOURCE) $(DEP RSC PLUG R) " $ (INTDIR)"





! IF "$ (CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
"$(INTDIR)\PlugEdit.ob::l" : $ (SOURCE) $(DEP_CPP PLUGK) n$(INTDIR)"\
"$ (INTDIR)\plug.pch"
, ELSEIF "$ (CPG)" -= "p1ug - Win32 Debug"
"$ (INTDIR) \PlugEdit. obj" "$ (INTDIR) \PluqEdit, 8br"
"$(INTDIR) ,. ,. $ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!KNDIF
SOURCE=.\PlugEditDoc.cpp




,. $ (INTDIR) \PlugEd1tDoc. obj"
.. $ (INTDIR) \plug.pch"
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"$ (INTDIR) \PlugEditDoc.obj" "$ (INTDIR) \PlugEd1tDoc. sbr"
S (DEP_CPP_PLUGBD) "$ (I.NTDIR) ,. "$ (INTDIR) \plug.pch"
!ENOIF
SOURCE=.\PlugParallel.cpp





















,.. \plugcons cOllllllalld line. h" \
". \PlugParallel.h"\-
". \PlugStatisticS.h"\
" . \SententialForm.h" \
.. $ (INTDIR) \PlugParallel. obj" ,. $ (INTDIR) \PluqParallel.llbr"





" . \PlugParSeDialog. h" \
! IF "$ (O'G)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
$ (SOURCE) \
"S(INTDIRI\PlugParseDialog.obj" : $ (SOURCB) $ (DBP_CPP_PLUGPA) "$(INTDIR)"\
"$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
! ELSEIF .. $ (O'G)" = "plug - Win32 Debug"
"$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseDialog. Dbj" ,. $ (INTDIR) \PlugParseDialog. sbr"










., $ (INTDIR) \PlugParseOut. obj"
"$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch'·





.. $ (INTDIR) \PlugParseOut. obj" "$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseOUt. ~r"
$ (DEP_CPP_PLUGPAR) "$ (INTDIR)" "$(INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!ENDIF
SOURCE=.\PlugParseOUtDoc.cpp





"$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseOutDoc. obj"
"$(INTDIR)\plug.pch"
! ELSEIF "$ (CFG)" c:::: "plug - Wi.n32 Debug"
DEP CPP PLUGPARS=\
~'. \plug.h"\
" . \PlugParllleOutDoc. h" \
"$ (INTDIR) \PlugParseOUtDoc .obj" .. $ (INTDIR) \PlugParllleOl1tDoc. sbr"
$ (DEP_CPP_PLUOPARS) "$ (INTDIR)" "$(INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!ENDIF
SOURCE=.\PlugProcessOUt.cpp






"$ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUt. obj"
.. $ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
!ELSEIF "$(CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Debug"
DEP CPP PLUGPR=\
-', . \plug. h" \
". \PlugProcessout.h"\
,.. \PlugProcessOUtDoc. h" \
"$(INTOIR) \PlugProcessOUt. obj" "$ (INTOIR) \PlugProcessout. sbr"
$ (DEP_CPP_PLUGPR) "$ (INTDIR) ,. "$ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
'ENDIF
SOURCE=.\PlugProcessOUtDoc.cpp
I IF "$ (CFO)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
DEP CPP PLUGPRO=\





,. $ (INTDIR) \plug .pch"
$ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_PLUGPRO) ".$(INTDIR)"\
!ELSEIF "o$(CFG)" = "plug - W:1.n32 Debug"
DEP CPP PLUGPRO=\
". \plug.h"\
" . \PlugProcessOUtDoc. h" \
" $ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUtDoc. obj ,. ,. $ (INTDIR) \PlugProcessOUtDoc. sbr"




- ... \PlugStatistics. h" \
I IF " $ (CFG)" = "plug - Win32 Release"
"o$(INTOIR)\PlugStat:1.stiCII.obj" : $ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_PLUGS) "o$(INTOIR)"\
,. $ (INTOIR) \plug. pch"
I ELSEIF "$ (CFG)" = "plug - W:1.n32 Debug"
$ (SOURCE I \
.. $ (INTOIR) \PlugStat1st1cs. obj" ".$ (INTDIR) \Plul1stat1st1cs. sbr"
$ (DEP_CPP_PLUGS) "$(INTDIR)" "$(INTDIR)\pluq.pch"
'BNDIF
SOURCE=.\PluqTreeV1ew.cpp
I IF .• $ (CFG)" = "plug - W1n32 Release"
DEP CPP PLUGT=\








., $ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeV1ew. obj"
"o$(INTOIR)\plug.pch"









"$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeView. obj" "$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeView. abr"
$ (DEP_CPP_PLUGT) "$(INTDIR)" "o$(INTDIR)\plug.pch"
!ENOIF
SOURCE=.\PlugTreeViewDoc.cpp
! IF " $ (CPG)" = "p.l.ug - Win32 Release"
DEP CPP PLUGTR=\
- -;-'. \plug.h"\









".$ (INTDIR) \PlugTreeVlewDoc. obj" ,. $ (INTOIR) \PlugTreeV.1ewOoc. sbr"






'IF "$(CFG)" = "plug - W1n32 Release"
.$ (SOURCE) \
'·o$(INTDIR)\SententialForm.obj" : $ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_SlENTlE) "$(INTDIR)"\
"$(INTDIR)\plug.pch"
! ELSEIF "$ (OG) ,. -= "plug - W1n32 Debug"
" .$ (INTDIR) \Sententia.l.Porm. obj" ".$ (INTDIR) \Sentent1alForm. abr"





!IF "S(CPa)" .... "plug - Win32 Release"
$ (SOURCE) ,
CPP SWITCBEs=/noloqo IMDd /W3 /GX /02 10 "WIN32" ID "NDEBUG" 10 ,. WINDOWS" 10\
" AFxoLL" IFp"o$(INTDIR)\plug.pCh" /Yc"atdah.h" IPo".$(INTDIR)\\'"
!Pd"o$(INTDIR)\\" lro Ie
"$ (INTDIR) \StdAfx. obj" ".$ (INTDIR) \p.l.ug .pch·' : $ (SOURCE) $ (DEP_CPP_STDAP') \
".$ (INTDIR) "
S(CPP) @«
$ (CPP SWITCHES) $ (SOURCE)
« -
!ELSEIF "o$(CPG)" "plug - Win32 Debug"
cPP SWITCBES=/nologo IHDd !W3 IGm IGX IZi /Od 10 "WIN32" 10 " DBBUG" 10\
" WnmotlS" 10 .. APXDLL" IPR"$(INTDIR)\\" IPP"$(INTDIR)\Plug.pch" IYc"stdafx.h"\
/Fo" $ (INTDIR) \\-;;- IFd" $ (INTDIR) \\" /ro Ie
"$ (INTDIR) \stdAfx. OOj" "$ (INTDIR) \stdAfx . .sbr" "$ (INTOIR) \plug .pch" : $ (SOtJRCE) \
$(OEP cpp STDAF) "$ (INTDIR)"
- $ (OP) @«
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